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FORM 2A

LISTING STATEMENT - ROBIX ALTERNATIVE FUELS, INC.

This Listing Statement must be used for all initial applications for listing and for Issuers 
resulting from a fundamental change.  CNSX requires prospectus level disclosure in the 
Listing Statement (other than certain financial disclosure and interim Management's 
Discussion and Analysis) and can require that the Issuer include additional disclosure.

General Instructions

(a) Please prepare this Listing Statement using the format set out below.  The 
sequence of questions must not be altered nor should questions be omitted or 
left unanswered.  The answers to the following items must be in narrative form.  
When the answer to any item is negative or not applicable to the Issuer, state it in 
a sentence.  The title to each item must precede the answer.

(b) In this form, the term “Issuer” includes the applicant Issuer and any of its 
subsidiaries.

(c) In determining the degree of detail required, a standard of materiality should be 
applied. Materiality is a matter of judgment in a particular circumstance, and 
should generally be determined in relation to an item's significance to investors, 
analysts and other users of the information. An item of information, or an 
aggregate of items, is considered material if it is probable that its omission or 
misstatement would influence or change an investment decision with respect to 
the Issuer's securities. In determining whether information is material, take into 
account both quantitative and qualitative factors. The potential significance of 
items should be considered individually rather than on a net basis, if the items 
have an offsetting effect. This concept of materiality is consistent with the 
financial reporting notion of materiality contained in the Handbook.

(d) Terms used and not defined in this form are defined or interpreted in Policy 1 –
Interpretation.

(e) For Issuers that are re-qualifying for listing following a fundamental change, 
provide historic and current details on 

(i) the Issuer 

(ii) all other companies or businesses that are involved in the fundamental 
change (the “target”); and

(iii) the entity that will result from the fundamental change (the "New 
Issuer").  
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Information concerning the Issuer that was contained in the most recent 
Listing Statement may be incorporated by reference, but this statement must 
indicate if any of the information in the prior statement has changed (e.g. 
describing a business that will no longer be undertaken by the New Issuer). 
Information concerning assets or lines of business of the target that will not be 
part of the New Issuer's business should not be included.

(f) This Listing Statement provides prospectus-level disclosure. It will be amended 
from time to time to reflect any changes to the prospectus disclosure 
requirements. If changed, the new form is to be used for the next listing 
statement the Issuer is required to file. The Issuer does not have to amend a 
listing statement currently on file to reflect any new disclosure requirements. 
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2. Corporate Structure

2.1 State the full corporate name of the Issuer or, if the Issuer is an unincorporated 
entity, the full name under which the entity exists and carries on business and 
the address(es) of the Issuer's head and registered office.

Robix Alternative Fuels, Inc.

The head office is located at Bay #3, 1406 - 3rd Avenue South, Lethbridge, 
Alberta T1J 0K6. The registered office is located at 1000, 250 2nd Street 
SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P 0C1.

2.2 State the statute under which the Issuer is incorporated or continued or 
organized or, if the Issuer is an unincorporated entity, the laws of the 
jurisdiction or foreign jurisdiction under which the Issuer is established and 
exists.  Describe the substance of any material amendments to the articles or 
other constating or establishing documents of the Issuer.

Business Corporations Act (Alberta) (the “ABCA”)

The Issuer’s articles of incorporation were amended on July 27, 2011 to 
remove the restrictions of share transfers of the Corporation, changing 
from a non-reporting issuer to a reporting issuer. 

The Issuer changed its name effective July 19, 2012 to Robix Alternative 
Fuels, Inc.

2.3 Describe, by way of a diagram or otherwise, the intercorporate relationships 
among the Issuer and the Issuer's subsidiaries.  For each subsidiary state 

(a) the percentage of votes attaching to all voting securities of the subsidiary 
represented by voting securities beneficially owned, or over which control 
or direction is exercised, by the Issuer; 

(b) the place of incorporation or continuance; and

(c) the percentage of each class of restricted shares beneficially owned, or 
over which control or direction is exercised, by the Issuer.

The Issuer has no subsidiaries.

2.4 If the Issuer is requalifying following a fundamental change or is proposing an 
acquisition, amalgamation, merger, reorganization or arrangement, describe by 
way of diagram or otherwise these intercorporate relationships both before and 
after the completion of the proposed transaction.
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Instruction:  A particular subsidiary may be omitted if
(a) the total assets of the subsidiary do not constitute more than 10 per cent of the 

consolidated assets of the Issuer at the most recent financial year end; 
(b) the sales and operating revenues of the subsidiary do not exceed 10 per cent of the 

consolidated sales and operating revenues of the Issuer at the most recent financial year 
end; and

(c) the conditions in paragraphs (a) and (b) would be satisfied if
(i) the subsidiaries that may be omitted under paragraphs (a) and (b) were considered 

in the aggregate, and
(ii) the reference to 10 per cent in those paragraphs was changed to 20 per cent.

N/A

2.5 Non-corporate Issuers and Issuers incorporated outside of Canada must 
describe how their governing legislation or constating documents differ 
materially from Canadian corporate legislation with respect to the corporate 
governance principles set out in Policy 4.
N/A

3. General Development of the Business

3.1 Describe the general development of the Issuer's business over its three most 
recently completed financial years and any subsequent period.  Include only 
major events or conditions that have influenced the general development of the 
Issuer's business.  If the business consists of the production or distribution of 
more than one product or the rendering of more than one kind of service, 
describe the principal products or services.  Also discuss changes in the 
business of the Issuer that are expected to occur during the current financial 
year of the Issuer.

Instruction: Include the business of subsidiaries only insofar as is necessary to explain the 
character and development of the business conducted by the combined enterprise.

The Issuer was incorporated on June 9th, 2011 as 1611985 Alberta Ltd, 
pursuant to the Business Corporations Act (Alberta). The Issuer was 
formed as a subsidiary of MLB Industries, Inc, and subsequently became 
part of a Plan of Arrangement (“POA”) between Blue Horizon Energy, Inc, 
(BHE”), MLB Industries Inc., (“MLB”), 1603546 Alberta Ltd., (“1603546”), 
1619959 Alberta, Ltd., (“1619959”) and the Issuer. The Issuer’s articles of 
incorporation were amended on July 27, 2011 to remove the restrictions of 
share transfers of the Corporation, changing from a non-reporting issuer to 
a reporting issuer. The Issuer changed its name effective July 19, 2012 to 
Robix Alternative Fuels, Inc. 

The Issuer is an active investment holding corporation. Its sole asset is a 
Clean Ocean Vessel patent, and related technology (“the COV”). The COV 
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originally was held by MLB through OSR Systems Ltd. (subsequently 
changing its name to 3049931 Canada Ltd.), a former wholly-owned 
subsidiary of the Issuer. Pursuant to the POA, the Issuer purchased all 
intellectual property (“IP”) associated with the COV from MLB. As 
consideration for the purchase of the COV, the Issuer paid 3,454,035 
common shares which were subsequently distributed to the shareholders 
of MLB, under the terms of the POA. During the year-ended December 31, 
2011, 3049931 Canada Ltd. was dissolved as a Corporation, and the COV 
patent is held directly by the Issuer. The Issuer’s business is primarily to 
pursue the business analysis of the COV, and demonstrate the viability of 
the patent.  

It is the intention of the Issuer to pursue all business opportunities that 
present themselves, whether the opportunities are to license the 
technology to industry participants, engage in joint venture arrangements, 
or some such other business agreement or agreements that would provide 
the Issuer with a source of revenue from the COV.

3.2 Disclose:

(1) (a) any significant acquisition completed by the Issuer or any  significant 
probable acquisition proposed by the Issuer, for which financial 
statements would be required under National Instrument 41-101 
General Prospectus Requirements if this Listing Statement were a 
prospectus; and

(b) any significant disposition completed by the Issuer during the most 
recently completed financial year or the current financial year for 
which pro forma financial statements would be required under 
National Instrument 41-101 General Prospectus Requirements if this 
Listing Statement were a prospectus. 

N/A

(2) Under paragraph (1) include particulars of

(a) the nature of the assets acquired or disposed of or to be acquired or 
disposed of;

(b) the actual or proposed date of each significant acquisition or 
significant disposition;

(c) the consideration, both monetary and non-monetary paid, or to be 
paid, to or by the Issuer;
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(d) any material obligations that must be complied with to keep any 
significant acquisition or significant disposition agreement in good 
standing;

(e) the effect of the significant acquisition or significant disposition on the 
operating results and financial position of the Issuer;

(f) any valuation opinion obtained within the last 12 months required 
under Canadian securities legislation, a directive of a Canadian 
securities regulatory authority, or a requirement of a Canadian stock 
exchange or other Canadian market to support the value of the 
consideration received or paid by the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries 
for the assets, including the name of the author, the date of the 
opinion, the assets to which the opinion relates and the value 
attributed to the assets; and

(g) whether the transaction is with a Related Party of the Issuer and if so, 
disclose the identity of the other parties and the relationship of the 
other parties to the Issuer.

N/A 

3.3 Discuss any trend, commitment, event or uncertainty that is both presently 
known to management and reasonably expected to have a material effect on 
the Issuer's business, financial condition or results of operations, providing 
forward-looking information based on the Issuer's expectations as of the date of 
the Listing Statement.

Instruction: Issuers are encouraged, but not required, to supply other forward-looking 
information.  Optional forward-looking disclosure involves anticipating a future trend or event or 
anticipating a less predictable effect of a known event, trend or uncertainty.  This other forward-
looking information is to be distinguished from presently-known information that is reasonably 
expected to have a material effect on future operating results, such as known future increases in 
costs of labour or materials, which information is required to be disclosed.

N/A

4 Narrative Description of the Business

4.1 General 

(1) Describe the business of the Issuer with reference to the reportable 
operating segments as defined in the Handbook and the Issuer's business
in general.  Include the following for each reportable operating segment of 
the Issuer:
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(a) state the business objectives that the Issuer expects to accomplish in 
the forthcoming 12-month period;

(b) describe each significant event or milestone that must occur for the 
business objectives in (a) to be accomplished and state the specific 
time period in which each event is expected to occur and the costs 
related to each event;

(c) disclose the total funds available to the Issuer and the following 
breakdown of those funds:

(i) the estimated consolidated working capital (deficiency) as of the 
most recent month end prior to filing the Listing Statement, and

(ii) the total other funds, and the sources of such funds, available to 
be used to achieve the objectives and milestones set out in 
paragraphs (a) and (b); and

(d) describe in reasonable detail and, if appropriate, using tabular form, 
each of the principal purposes, with approximate amounts, for which 
the funds available described under the preceding paragraph will be 
used by the Issuer.

Instruction:
(1) The description of the Issuer's business objectives should also provide the context for the 

description of the milestones which are required to be disclosed. For example, one 
business objective of an Issuer may be to commence marketing and licencing technology 
nationally through direct sales and a network of agents; a milestone may be to conduct 
four feasibility studies over the next ten months to facilitate marketing of the technology, 
with an anticipated cost of $X for the studies.

(2) For the purposes of paragraph (1)(b), examples of significant events would include the 
hiring of key personnel, making major capital acquisitions, obtaining necessary regulatory 
approvals, implementing marketing plans and strategies and commencing production and 
sales.

Business of the Issuer 

The Issuer is an active investment holding corporation. Its sole asset as of 
the date of this Listing Statement is the COV. The Issuer’s business is 
primarily to pursue the business analysis of the COV.  The COV is a patented 
technology that was specifically designed to be capable of recovering oil in 
bodies of water subjected to harsh conditions, such as choppy seas, debris 
laden seas, and other harsh conditions where oil is found on a body of water, 
as opposed to calm, protected waters.  The COV is designed to be made 
rugged, simple to operate, with on board storage for recovered oil.  This 
allows the recovered oil to be off-loaded without curtailing recovery 
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operations, thereby reducing operating time loss for pump-outs. The COV is 
cost effective as to capital, operating and maintenance costs.  The COV 
functions equally well in high or low viscosity oils. It can be used in heavy or 
light concentrations of oil with no reduction in efficiency. It can also operate 
in rough sea conditions with no reduction in liquid recovery rate and minimal 
loss of recovery efficiency. The COV can also be operated in open water 
offshore scenarios and can also be operated in small confined harbours. It 
can be operated effectively in zero relative water current or in fast currents in 
both oleophilic and suction modes. The COV is modular in design and can 
be supplied as a complete unit or the recovery module can be integrated into 
and existing vessel or barge. It is the intention of the Issuer to pursue all 
business opportunities that present themselves, whether the opportunities 
are to license the technology to industry participants, engage in joint venture 
arrangements, or some such other business agreement or agreements that 
would provide the Issuer with a source of revenue from the COV.

The objectives of the Issuer over the next 12 months include the 
demonstration of the viability of the COV, seeking industry partnership(s) to 
further develop a full-scale working 20-foot COV unit, to serve as a marketing 
demonstration unit.

Funds Available

As at the most recent month-end prior to this Listing Statement (July 31, 
2013) the Issuer had an estimated working capital of $150,000.  The Issuer’s 
working capital is comprised of cash from equity financings conducted by 
the Issuer. The Issuer will require additional funds to provide sufficient 
working capital and for general corporate purposes.  The Corporation 
intends to make additional equity offerings to raise further funds.

The principal purposes for which the funds available are intended to be used 
are (i) for working capital and for general corporate purposes, and (ii) to re-
engineer the existing drawings for use in future demonstration units, which 
drawings are to be used to build one or more full-scale COV(s), for 
commercial testing in ocean waters, and subsequent marketing of Robix and 
the COV technology.
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Milestones & Principal Purpose for Use of Funds

The unallocated working capital described above is not sufficient to achieve 
any significant business events or milestones.  Additional capital will have to 
be raised.  The Issuer intends to raise sufficient capital as soon as possible.  
Assuming that the Issuer is able to access the necessary capital the time 
period for the re-engineering and build-out of one 20-foot COV unit will be 
approximately six (6) months.  The estimated total costs to the end of 2013 
will be $1,000,000.

(2) For principal products or services describe:

a) the methods of their distribution and their principal markets;

b) as dollar amounts or as percentages, for each of the two most recently 
completed financial years, the revenues for each category of principal 
products or services that accounted for 15 per cent or more of total 
consolidated revenues for the applicable financial year derived from:

(i) sales or transfers to joint ventures in which your company is a 
participant or to entities in which your company has an 
investment accounted for by the equity method,

(ii) sales to customers, other than those referred to in clause (i), 
outside the consolidated entity, 

(iii) sales or transfers to controlling shareholders; and

(iv) sales or transfers to investees.

c) if not fully developed, the stage of development of the principal 
products or services and, if the products are not at the commercial 
production stage,

(i) the timing and stage of research and development programs,

(ii) the major components of the proposed programs, including an 
estimate of anticipated costs,

(iii) whether the Issuer is conducting its own research and 
development, is subcontracting out the research and 
development or is using a combination of those methods, and

(iv) the additional steps required to reach commercial production and 
an estimate of costs and timing.
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The principal market for the COV is the oil & gas exploration and production 
industry (E&P), both off-shore and on-shore, wherein hydrocarbon 
exploration and transportation occurs on or near rivers, lakes, and oceans.  
Oil transportation companies using pipelines and ocean vessels are being 
compelled by industry and government to provide effective methods of spill 
containment and clean-up.

The Issuer proposes to enter into business transactions with oil E&P 
companies by providing the patented COV design and operational services 
of deployment in conjunction with the COV, such as training in the operation 
of the COV vessel.

Assuming that the Issuer is able to access the necessary capital, it proposes 
to build at least one demonstration COV unit in order to sufficiently attract 
industry participants to support its growth and development.

The Issuer relies upon its patented design and relevant engineering 
experience gained from its predecessor company, combined with planned 
strategic relationships with industry participants.  Given the demands by 
both government and environmental agencies for effective oil spill response 
systems, the Issuer is well positioned to take full advantage of its patent in 
combination with other logistical response solutions within the Oil and Gas 
E&P industry.

(3) Concerning production and sales, disclose:

a) the actual or proposed method of production of products and if the 
Issuer provides services, the actual or proposed method of providing 
services;

b) the payment terms, expiration dates and terms of any renewal options 
of any material leases or mortgages, whether they are in good 
standing and, if applicable, that the landlord or mortgagee is a Related 
Person of the Issuer;

c) specialized skill and knowledge requirements and the extent that the 
skill and knowledge are available to the Issuer;

d) the sources, pricing and availability of raw materials, component parts 
or finished products;

e) the importance, duration and effect on the segment of identifiable 
intangible properties such as brand names, circulation lists, copyrights, 
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franchises, licences, patents, software, subscription lists and 
trademarks;

f) the extent to which the business of the segment is cyclical or seasonal;

g) a description of any aspect of the Issuer's business that may be 
affected in the 12 months following the date of the Listing Statement by 
renegotiation or termination of contracts or sub-contracts and the likely 
effect;

h) the financial and operational effects of environmental protection 
requirements on the capital expenditures, earnings and competitive 
position of the Issuer in the current financial year and the expected 
effect, on future years;

i) the number of employees, as at the most recent financial year end or 
as an average over that year, whichever is more relevant;

j) any risks associated with foreign operations of the Issuer and any 
dependence of the segments upon the foreign operations;

k) a description of any contract upon which your company's business is 
substantially dependent, such as a contract to sell the major part of 
your company's products or services or to purchase the major part of 
your company's requirements for goods, services or raw materials, or 
any franchise or licence or other agreement to use a patent, formula, 
trade secret, process or trade name upon which your company's 
business depends;

l) a description of any aspect of your company's business that you 
reasonably expect to be affected in the current financial year by 
renegotiation or termination of contracts or sub-contracts, and the likely 
effect.

N/A.

(4) Describe the competitive conditions in the principal markets and geographic 
areas in which the Issuer operates, including, if reasonably possible, an 
assessment of the Issuer's competitive position.

The COV design competes with other oil skimmers.  The business that the 
Issuer operates is highly competitive and, in order to be successful, the 
Issuer must provide services that meet the specific needs of its prospective 
clients at competitive prices. Competitors offer similar services in all 
geographic areas in which the Issuer intends to operate. 
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(5) With respect to lending operations of an Issuer's business, describe the 
investment policies and lending and investment restrictions.

N/A

(6) Disclose the nature and results of any bankruptcy, or any receivership or 
similar proceedings against the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries or any 
voluntary bankruptcy, receivership or similar proceedings by the Issuer or 
any of its subsidiaries, within the three most recently completed financial 
years or the current financial year.
N/A

(7) Disclose the nature and results of any material restructuring transaction of 
the Issuer within the three most recently completed financial years or 
completed during or proposed for the current financial year.

The Issuer was formed as a subsidiary of MLB Industries, Inc, and 
subsequently became part of the POA between BHE, MLB, 1603546 and 
1619959. 

If the Issuer has implemented social or environmental policies that are 
fundamental to the Issuer’s operations, such as policies regarding the Issuer’s 
relationship with the environment or with the communities in which the Issuer does 
business, or human rights policies, describe them and the steps the Issuer has 
taken to implement them.

N/A.

Instruction:
(1) The Issuer's stated business objectives must not include any prospective financial 

information with respect to sales, whether expressed in terms of dollars or units, 
unless the information is derived from future-oriented financial information issued 
in accordance with National Instrument 51-102 Continuous Disclosure Obligations 
or any successor instrument and is included in the Listing Statement.

(2) Where sales performance is considered to be an important objective, it must be 
stated in general terms.  For example, the Issuer may state that it anticipates 
generating sufficient cash flow from sales to pay its operating cost for a specified 
period.

Companies with Asset-backed Securities Outstanding

4.2 In respect of any outstanding asset-backed securities, disclose the following 
information:
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(1) Payment Factors - A description of any events, covenants, standards or 
preconditions that may reasonably be expected to affect the timing or 
amount of any payments or distributions to be made under the asset-backed 
securities.

(2) Underlying Pool of Assets - For the three most recently completed financial 
years of your company or the lesser period commencing on the first date on 
which your company had asset-backed securities outstanding, information 
on the pool of financial assets servicing the asset-backed securities relating 
to

(a) the composition of the pool as of the end of each financial year or partial 
period;

(b) income and losses from the pool on at least an annual basis or such 
shorter period as is reasonable given the nature of the underlying pool of 
assets;

(c) the payment, prepayment and collection experience of the pool on at 
least an annual basis or such shorter period as is reasonable given the 
nature of the underlying pool of assets;

(d) servicing and other administrative fees; and

(e) any significant variances experienced in the matters referred to in 
paragraphs (a), (b), (c), or (d).

(3) Investment Parameters - The investment parameters applicable to 
investments of any cash flow surpluses.

(4) Payment History - The amount of payments made during the three most 
recently completed financial years or the lesser period commencing on the 
first date on which your company had asset-backed securities outstanding, 
in respect of principal and interest or capital and yield, each stated 
separately, on asset-backed securities of your company outstanding.

(5) Acceleration Event - The occurrence of any event that has led to, or with the 
passage of time could lead to, the accelerated payment of principal, interest 
or capital of asset-backed securities.

(6) Principal Obligors - The identity of any principal obligors for the outstanding 
asset-backed securities of your company, the percentage of the pool of 
financial assets servicing the asset-backed securities represented by 
obligations of each principal obligor and whether the principal obligor has 
filed an AIF in any jurisdiction or a Form 10-K, Form 10-KSB or Form 20F 
in the United States.
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N/A

Instruction:
(1) For the purposes of this item an "asset backed security" is treated as in item 5.3 of Form 

41-101F1.

(2) Present the information requested under section 4.2 in a manner that enables a
reader to easily determine the status of the events, covenants, standards and 
preconditions referred to in subsection (1)

(3) If the information required under subsection (2)

(A) is not compiled specifically on the pool of financial assets servicing the asset-
backed securities, but is compiled on a larger pool of the same assets from 
which the securitized assets are randomly selected so that the performance of 
the larger pool is representative of the performance of the pool of securitized 
assets, or

(B) in the case of a new company, where the pool of financial assets servicing the 
asset-backed securities will be randomly selected from a larger pool of the same 
assets so that the performance of the larger pool will be representative of the 
performance of the pool of securitized assets to be created,

(4) a company may comply with subsection (2) by providing the information required based 
on the larger pool and disclosing that it has done so.

4.3 For Issuers with a mineral project, disclose and insert here the information required 
by Appendix A for each property material to the Issuer.

N/A.

Instructions:
(1) Disclosure regarding mineral exploration development or production activities on material 

properties is required to comply with National Instrument 43-101, including the use of the 
appropriate terminology to describe mineral reserves and mineral resources.

(2) Disclosure is required for each property material to the Issuer.  Materiality is to be 
determined in the context of the Issuer's overall business and financial condition, taking 
into account quantitative and qualitative factors.  A property will not generally be 
considered material to an Issuer if the book value of the property as reflected in the 
Issuer's most recently filed financial statements or the value of the consideration paid or to 
be paid (including exploration obligations) is less than 10 per cent of the book value of the 
total of the Issuer's mineral properties and related plant and equipment.

(3) The information required under these items is required to be based upon a technical report 
or other information prepared by or under the supervision of a qualified person, as that 
term is defined in National Instrument 43-101.

(4) In giving the information required under these items, include the nature of ownership 
interests, such as fee interests, leasehold interests, royalty interests and any other types 
and variations of ownership interests.
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4.4 For Issuers with Oil and Gas Operations disclose and insert here the information 
required by Appendix B (in tabular form, if appropriate).

Instruction: The information required under this item shall be derived from or supported by 
information obtained from a report prepared in accordance with the provisions of National 
Instrument 51-101 or any successor instrument.
N/A

5. Selected Consolidated Financial Information 

5.1 Annual Information — Provide the following financial data for the Issuer in 
summary form for each of the last three completed financial years and any 
period subsequent to the most recent financial year end for which financial 
statements have been prepared, accompanied by a discussion of the factors 
affecting the comparability of the data, including discontinued operations, 
changes in accounting policies, significant acquisitions or significant 
dispositions and major changes in the direction of the Issuer's business:

(a) net sales or total revenues;

(b) income from continuing operations, in total and on a per share basis and 
fully diluted per share basis, calculated in accordance with the Handbook;

.

(c) net income or loss, in total and on a per share and fully diluted per share 
basis, calculated in accordance with the Handbook;

(d) total assets;

(e) total long-term financial liabilities as defined in the Handbook;  

(f) cash dividends declared per share for each class of share; and

(g) such other information as would enhance an investor’s understanding of 
the Issuer’s financial condition and results of operations and would 
highlight other trends in financial condition and results of operations.

Attached.
5.2 Quarterly Information — For each of the eight most recently completed quarters 

ending at the end of the most recently completed financial year, provide the 
information required in paragraphs (a), (b) and (b) of Section 5.1.

Attached.
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Instruction:
(1) For an Issuer that has not been a reporting issuer for the eight most recently completed 

quarters ending at the end of the most recently completed financial year, provide the 
information required in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of Section 5.1 for the period that the 
Issuer was not a reporting issuer only if the Issuer has prepared quarterly financial 
statements for that period.

(2) If the Issuer is only required to file six month interim financial statements, the information 
required under paragraph (1) may instead be provided for each of the four most recently 
completed six month periods ended at the end of the most recently completed financial 
year for which financial statements have been prepared.

5.3 Dividends – disclose:

(a) any restriction that could prevent the Issuer from paying dividends; and

(b) the Issuer's dividend policy and, if a decision has been made to change 
the dividend policy, the intended change in dividend policy.

There are no restrictions in the Issuer’s articles of incorporation or bylaws that 
prevent it from declaring dividends.  The only restrictions on the Issuer paying 
dividends are the financial capacity and solvency tests under the ABCA.  Any 
decision to pay dividends on the common shares of the Corporation (“Common 
Shares”) will be made by the Board of Directors on the basis of the Issuer's 
earnings, financial requirements and other conditions existing at the relevant 
time.

5.4 Foreign GAAP — An Issuer may present the selected consolidated financial 
information required in this section on the basis of foreign GAAP if:

(a) the Issuer's primary financial statements have been prepared using 
foreign GAAP; and

(b) if the Issuer is required under applicable securities legislation to have 
reconciled its financial statements to Canadian GAAP at the time of filing 
its financial statements or the Issuer has otherwise done so, a cross 
reference to the notes to the financial statements containing the 
reconciliation of the financial statements to Canadian GAAP is included.

Instruction:
(1) If financial information that is included in the summary is derived from financial statements 

included in the Listing Statement, but the financial information is neither directly presented 
in, nor readily determinable from, the financial statements, include a reconciliation to the 
financial statements in notes.

(2) If financial information that is included in the listing statement is derived from financial 
statements that are not included in the Listing Statement, indicate in the lead-in to the 
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summary the source from which the information is extracted, the percentage interest that 
the Issuer has in the person or company, the GAAP principles used, the name of the 
auditors, the date of the report, and the nature of the opinion expressed. 

(3) The derivation of ratios included in the Listing Statement in notes should be disclosed in 
notes to the Listing Statement. 

(4) Information included in the Listing Statement should be presented in a manner that is 
consistent with the intent of Canadian accounting recommendations and practices (e.g., 
cash flow data should not be interspersed with amounts from an income statement in a 
manner which suggests that cash flow data has been or should be presented in an income 
statement, and cash flow data should not be presented in a manner that appears to give it 
prominence equal to or greater than earnings data).

N/A

6. Management's Discussion and Analysis

General Instructions and Interpretation

Provide MD&A for the most recent annual financial statements filed with the application for 
listing (or filed since the last update of the listing statement, and interim MD&A for each interim 
financial statement filed with the application for listing (or filed since the last update of the 
quotation statement). The first interim MD&A will update the annual MD&A, and each 
subsequent interim MD&A will update the previous interim MD&A. If the Issuer includes annual 
income statements, statements of retained earnings, and cash flow statements for three 
financial years under Section 5, provide MD&A for the second most recent annual financial 
statements of the Issuer.
What is MD&A? — MD&A is a narrative explanation, through the eyes of management, of how 
an Issuer performed during the period covered by the financial statements, and of an Issuer’s 
financial condition and future prospects. MD&A complements and supplements your financial 
statements, but does not form part of your financial statements. Management’s objective when 
preparing the MD&A should be to improve the Issuer’s overall financial disclosure by giving a 
balanced discussion of the Issuer’s results of operations and financial condition including, 
without limitation, such considerations as liquidity and capital resources - openly reporting bad 
news as well as good news. 

MD&A should help current and prospective investors understand what the financial statements 
show and do not show; discuss material information that may not be fully reflected in the 
financial statements, such as contingent liabilities, defaults under debt, off-balance sheet 
financing arrangements, or other contractual obligations; discuss important trends and risks that 
have affected the financial statements, and trends and risks that are reasonably likely to affect 
them in the future; and provide information about the quality, and potential variability, of the 
Issuer’s earnings and cash flow, to assist investors in determining if past performance is 
indicative of future performance.

Date of Information — In preparing the MD&A, management must take into account information 
available up to the date of the MD&A. If the date of the MD&A is not the date it is filed, 
management must ensure the disclosure in the MD&A is current so that it will not be misleading 
when it is filed.
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Explain the Analysis — Explain the nature of, and reasons for, changes in the Issuer’s 
performance. Do not simply disclose the amount of change in a financial statement item from 
period to period. Avoid using boilerplate language. The discussion should assist the reader to 
understand trends, events, transactions and expenditures.

Focus on Material Information —Management does not need to disclose information that is not 
material. Exercise judgment when determining whether information is material.

What is Material? — Would a reasonable investor’s decision whether or not to buy, sell or hold 
the Issuer’s securities likely be influenced or changed if the information in question was omitted 
or misstated? If so, the information is likely material. This concept of materiality is consistent 
with the financial reporting notion of materiality contained in the Handbook. 

Forward-Looking Information — Management is encouraged to provide forward-looking 
information if it has a reasonable basis for making the statements. Preparing MD&A necessarily 
involves some degree of prediction or projection. For example, MD&A requires a discussion of 
known trends or uncertainties that are reasonably likely to affect the Issuer’s business. 
However, MD&A does not require that the Issuer provide a detailed forecast of future revenues, 
income or loss or other information. All forward-looking information must contain a statement 
that the information is forward-looking, a description of the factors that may cause actual results 
to differ materially from the forward-looking information, management’s material assumptions 
and appropriate risk disclosure and cautionary language.

The MD&A must discuss any forward-looking information disclosed in MD&A for a prior period 
which, in light of intervening events and absent further explanation, may be misleading. Forward 
looking statements may be considered misleading when they are unreasonably optimistic or 
aggressive, or lack objectivity, or are not adequately explained. Timely disclosure obligations 
might also require the Issuer to issue a news release and file a material change report.

Issuers Without Significant Revenues — If the Issuer is without significant revenues from 
operations, focus the discussion and analysis of results of operations on expenditures and 
progress towards achieving management’s business objectives and milestones.

Reverse Takeover Transactions — When an acquisition is accounted for as a reverse takeover, 
the MD&A should be based on the reverse takeover acquirer’s financial statements.

Foreign Accounting Principles — If the Issuer’s primary financial statements have been 
prepared using accounting principles other than Canadian GAAP and a reconciliation is 
provided, the MD&A must focus on the primary financial statements.

Resource Issuers — If the Issuer has mineral projects, the disclosure must comply with National 
Instrument 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects, including the requirement that 
all scientific and technical disclosure be based on a technical report or other information 
prepared by or under the supervision of a qualified person. If the Issuer has oil and gas 
activities, the disclosure must comply with National Instrument 51-101 Standards of Disclosure 
for Oil and Gas Activities.

US issuers –
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(1) If the Issuer is a US issuer, for any MD&A that is included in the Listing Statement, include 
the disclosure prepared in accordance with subsection (2) if the Issuer:

(a) has based the discussion in the MD&A on financial statements prepared in 
accordance with U.S. GAAP, and

(b) is required by subsection 4.1(1) of NI 52-107 to provide a reconciliation to Canadian 
GAAP.

(2) In the disclosure required under subsection (1) restate, based on financial information of the 
Issuer prepared in accordance with, or reconciled to, Canadian GAAP, those parts of the 
MD&A that are based on financial statements of the Issuer prepared in accordance with 
U.S. GAAP, and would contain material differences if they were based on financial 
statements of the Issuer prepared in accordance with Canadian GAAP.

Annual MD&A

The annual MD&A for the year ended December 31, 2012, attached hereto.

6.1 Date - Specify the date of the MD&A. The date of the MD&A must be no 
earlier than the date of the auditor’s report on the financial statements for 
the Issuer’s most recently completed financial year.

6.2 Overall Performance - Provide an analysis of the Issuer’s financial 
condition, results of operations and cash flows. Discuss known trends, 
demands, commitments, events or uncertainties that are reasonably likely 
to have an effect on the Issuer’s business. Compare the Issuer’s 
performance in the most recently completed financial year to the prior 
year’s performance. The analysis should address at least the following:

(a) operating segments that are reportable segments as those terms 
are used in the Handbook;

(b) other parts of the business if

(i) they have a disproportionate effect on revenues, income or 
cash needs, or

(ii) there are any legal or other restrictions on the flow of funds 
from one part of the Issuer’s business to another; 

(c) industry and economic factors affecting the Issuer’s performance;

(d) why changes have occurred or expected changes have not 
occurred in the Issuer’s financial condition and results of 
operations; and
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(e) the effect of discontinued operations on current operations.

Instruction:
(1) When explaining changes in the Issuer’s financial condition and results, include 

an analysis of the effect on the Issuer’s continuing operations of any acquisition, 
disposition, write-off, abandonment or other similar transaction.

(2) Financial condition includes the Issuer’s financial position (as shown on the 
balance sheet) and other factors that may affect the Issuer’s liquidity and capital 
resources.

(3) Include information for a period longer than one financial year if it will help the 
reader to better understand a trend.

Selected Annual Financial Information

6.3 Provide the following financial data derived from the Issuer’s financial 
statements for each of the three most recently completed financial years:

(a) net sales or total revenues;

(b) income or loss before discontinued operations and extraordinary 
items, in total and on a per-share and diluted per-share basis;

(c) net income or loss, in total and on a per-share and diluted per-
share basis;

(d) total assets;

(e) total long-term financial liabilities; and

(f) cash dividends declared per-share for each class of share.

6.4 Variations - Discuss the factors that have caused period to period 
variations including discontinued operations, changes in accounting 
policies, significant acquisitions or dispositions and changes in the 
direction of the Issuer’s business, and any other information the Issuer 
believes would enhance an understanding of, and would highlight trends 
in, financial condition and results of operations.

Instruction: Indicate the accounting principles that the financial data has been prepared 
in accordance with, the reporting currency, the measurement currency if different from 
the reporting currency and, if the underlying financial statements have been reconciled 
to Canadian GAAP, provide a cross-reference to the reconciliation that is found in the 
notes to the financial statements.

6.5 Results of Operations - Discuss management’s analysis of the Issuer’s 
operations for the most recently completed financial year, including:
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(a) net sales or total revenues by operating business segment, 
including any changes in such amounts caused by selling prices, 
volume or quantity of goods or services being sold, or the 
introduction of new products or services;

(b) any other significant factors that caused changes in net sales or 
total revenues;

(c) cost of sales or gross profit;

(d) for Issuers that have significant projects that have not yet 
generated operating revenue, describe each project, including the 
Issuer’s plan for the project and the status of the project relative to 
that plan, and expenditures made and how these relate to 
anticipated timing and costs to take the project to the next stage of 
the project plan;

(e) for resource Issuers with producing mines, identify milestones such 
as mine expansion plans, productivity improvements, or plans to 
develop a new deposit;

(f) factors that caused a change in the relationship between costs and 
revenues, including changes in costs of labour or materials, price 
changes or inventory adjustments;

(g) commitments, events, risks or uncertainties that you reasonably 
believe will materially affect the Issuer’s future performance 
including net sales, total revenue and income or loss before 
discontinued operations and extraordinary items;

(h) effect of inflation and specific price changes on the Issuer’s net 
sales and total revenues and on income or loss before discontinued 
operations and extraordinary items;

(i) a comparison in tabular form of disclosure you previously made 
about how the Issuer was going to use proceeds (other than 
working capital) from any financing, an explanation of variances 
and the impact of the variances, if any, on the Issuer’s ability to 
achieve its business objectives and milestones; and

(j) unusual or infrequent events or transactions.

Instruction: The discussion under Item 6.5(d) should include:
a) whether or not management plans to expend additional funds on the project; and
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b) any factors that have affected the value of the project(s) such as change in 
commodity prices, land use or political or environmental issues.

6.6 Summary of Quarterly Results - Provide the following information in 
summary form, derived from the Issuer’s financial statements, for each of 
the eight most recently completed quarters:

(a) net sales or total revenues;

(b) income or loss before discontinued operations and extraordinary 
items, in total and on a per-share and diluted per-share basis; and

(c) net income or loss, in total and on a per-share and diluted per-
share basis.

Discuss the factors that have caused variations over the quarters 
necessary to understand general trends that have developed and the 
seasonality of the business.

Instruction:
(1) The most recently completed quarter is the quarter that ended on the last day of 

your most recently completed financial year. Information does not have to be 
provided for a quarter prior to the Issuer becoming a reporting issuer if the Issuer 
has not prepared financial statements for those quarters.

(2) For sections 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 consider identifying, discussing and analyzing 
the following factors:
a) changes in customer buying patterns, including changes due to new 

technologies and changes in demographics;
b) changes in selling practices, including changes due to new distribution 

arrangements or a reorganization of a direct sales force;
c) changes in competition, including an assessment of the Issuer’s 

resources, strengths and weaknesses relative to those of its competitors;
d) the effect of exchange rates;
e) changes in pricing of inputs, constraints on supply, order backlog, or other 

input-related matters;
f) changes in production capacity, including changes due to plant closures 

and work stoppages;
g) changes in volume of discounts granted to customers, volumes of returns 

and allowances, excise and other taxes or other amounts reflected on a 
net basis against revenues;

h) changes in the terms and conditions of service contracts;
i) the progress in achieving previously announced milestones; and
j) for resource Issuers with producing mines, identify changes to cash flow 

caused by changes in production throughput, head-grade, cut-off grade, 
metallurgical recovery and any expectation of future changes.
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(3) Indicate the accounting principles that the financial data has been prepared in 
accordance with, the reporting currency, the measurement currency if different 
from the reporting currency and, if the underlying financial statements have been 
reconciled to Canadian GAAP, provide a cross-reference to the reconciliation 
that is found in the notes to the financial statements.

6.7 Liquidity - Provide an analysis of the Issuer’s liquidity, including:

(a) its ability to generate sufficient amounts of cash and cash 
equivalents, in the short term and the long term, to maintain the 
Issuer’s capacity, to meet the Issuer’s planned growth or to fund 
development activities;

(b) trends or expected fluctuations in the Issuer’s liquidity, taking into 
account demands, commitments, events or uncertainties;

(c) its working capital requirements;

(d) liquidity risks associated with financial instruments;

(e) if the Issuer has or expects to have a working capital deficiency, 
discuss its ability to meet obligations as they become due and how 
you expect it to remedy the deficiency;

(f) balance sheet conditions or income or cash flow items that may 
affect the Issuer’s liquidity;

(g) legal or practical restrictions on the ability of subsidiaries to transfer 
funds to the Issuer and the effect these restrictions have had or 
may have on the ability of the Issuer to meet its obligations; and

(h) defaults or arrears or anticipated defaults or arrears on

(i) dividend payments, lease payments, interest or principal 
payment on debt,

(ii) debt covenants during the most recently completed financial 
year, and

(iii) redemption or retraction or sinking fund payments; and

(i) details on how the Issuer intends to cure the default or arrears.

Instruction:
(1) In discussing the Issuer’s ability to generate sufficient amounts of cash and cash 

equivalents, describe sources of funding and the circumstances that could affect 
those sources that are reasonably likely to occur. Examples of circumstances 
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that could affect liquidity are market or commodity price changes, economic 
downturns, defaults on guarantees and contractions of operations.

(2) In discussing trends or expected fluctuations in the Issuer’s liquidity and liquidity 
risks associated with financial instruments, discuss
(a) provisions in debt, lease or other arrangements that could trigger an 

additional funding requirement or early payment (examples of such 
situations are provisions linked to credit rating, earnings, cash flows or 
share price); and

(b) circumstances that could impair the Issuer’s ability to undertake 
transaction considered essential to operations. Examples of such 
circumstances are the inability to maintain investment grade credit rating, 
earnings per-share, cash flow or share price.

(3) In discussing the Issuer’s working capital requirements, discuss situations where 
the Issuer must maintain significant inventory to meet customers’ delivery 
requirements or any situations involving extended payment terms.

(4) In discussing the Issuer’s balance sheet conditions or income or cash flow items 
consider a summary, in tabular form, of contractual obligations including 
payments due for each of the next five years and thereafter. This summary and 
table is not, however, mandatory. An example of a table that can be adapted to 
the Issuer’s particular circumstances follows:

Payments Due by Period
Contractual Obligations

Total
Less than

1 year
1 - 3

years
4 - 5

years
After

5 
years

Long Term Debt
Capital Lease Obligations
Operating Leases
Purchase Obligations

1

Other Long Term Obligations 
2

Total Contractual Obligations
1

“Purchase Obligation” means an agreement to purchase goods or services that is 
enforceable and legally binding on the Issuer that specifies all significant terms, including: 
fixed or minimum quantities to be purchased; fixed, minimum or variable price provisions; 
and the approximate timing of the transaction.

2
“Other Long Term Obligations” means other long-term liabilities reflected on the Issuer’s 
balance sheet.

The tabular presentation may be accompanied by footnotes to describe provisions that 
create, increase or accelerate obligations, or other details to the extent necessary for an 
understanding of the timing and amount of the Issuer’s specified contractual obligations.

6.8 Capital Resources - Provide an analysis of the Issuer’s capital resources, 
including

(a) commitments for capital expenditures as of the date of the Issuer’s 
financial statements including:

(i) the amount, nature and purpose of these commitments,
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(ii) the expected source of funds to meet these commitments, 
and

(iii) expenditures not yet committed but required to maintain the 
Issuer’s capacity, to meet the Issuer’s planned growth or to 
fund development activities;

(b) known trends or expected fluctuations in the Issuer’s capital 
resources, including expected changes in the mix and relative cost 
of these resources; and

(c) sources of financing that the Issuer has arranged but not yet used.

Instruction:
(1) Capital resources are financing resources available to the Issuer and include 

debt, equity and any other financing arrangements that management reasonably 
considers will provide financial resources to the Issuer.

(2) In discussing the Issuer’s commitments management should discuss any 
exploration and development, or research and development expenditures 
required to maintain properties or agreements in good standing. 

6.9 Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements - Discuss any off-balance sheet 
arrangements that have, or are reasonably likely to have, a current or 
future effect on the results of operations or financial condition of the Issuer 
including, without limitation, such considerations as liquidity and capital 
resources. This discussion shall include their business purpose and 
activities, their economic substance, risks associated with the 
arrangements, and the key terms and conditions associated with any 
commitments, including:

(a) a description of the other contracting part(ies);

(b) the effects of terminating the arrangement;

(c) the amounts receivable or payable, revenues, expenses and cash 
flows resulting from the arrangement;

(d) the nature and amounts of any other obligations or liabilities arising 
from the arrangement that could require the Issuer to provide 
funding under the arrangement and the triggering events or 
circumstances that could cause them to arise; and

(e) any known event, commitment, trend or uncertainty that may affect 
the availability or benefits of the arrangement (including any 
termination) and the course of action that management has taken, 
or proposes to take, in response to any such circumstances.
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Instruction:
(1) Off-balance sheet arrangements include any contractual arrangement with an 

entity not reported on a consolidated basis with the Issuer, under which the 
Issuer has
(a) any obligation under certain guarantee contracts;
(b) a retained or contingent interest in assets transferred to an 

unconsolidated entity or similar arrangement that serves as credit, 
liquidity or market risk support to that entity for the assets;

(c) any obligation under certain derivative instruments; or
(d) any obligation under a material variable interest held by the Issuer in an 

unconsolidated entity that provides financing, liquidity, market risk or 
credit risk support to the Issuer, or engages in leasing, hedging or, 
research and development services with the Issuer.

(2) Contingent liabilities arising out of litigation, arbitration or regulatory actions are 
not considered to be off-balance sheet arrangements.

(3) Disclosure of off-balance sheet arrangements should cover the most recently 
completed financial year. However, the discussion should address changes from 
the previous year where such discussion is necessary to understand the 
disclosure.

(4) The discussion need not repeat information provided in the notes to the financial 
statements if the discussion clearly cross-references to specific information in the 
relevant notes and integrates the substance of the notes into the discussion in a 
manner that explains the significance of the information not included in the 
MD&A.

6.10 Transactions with Related Parties - Discuss all transactions involving 
related parties as defined by the Handbook.

Instruction: In discussing the Issuer’s transactions with related parties, the discussion 
should include both qualitative and quantitative characteristics that are necessary for an 
understanding of each transaction’s business purpose and economic substance. 
Management should discuss:
(a) the relationship and identify the related person or entities;
(b) the business purpose of the transaction;
(c) the recorded amount of the transaction and the measurement basis used; and
(d) any ongoing contractual or other commitments resulting from the transaction.

6.11 Fourth Quarter - Discuss and analyze fourth quarter events or items that 
affected the Issuer’s financial condition, cash flows or results of 
operations, including extraordinary items, year-end and other adjustments, 
seasonal aspects of the Issuer’s business and dispositions of business 
segments.

6.12 Proposed Transactions - Discuss the expected effect on financial 
condition, results of operations and cash flows of any proposed asset or 
business acquisition or disposition if the Issuer’s board of directors, or 
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senior management who believe that confirmation of the decision by the 
board is probable, have decided to proceed with the transaction. Include 
the status of any required shareholder or regulatory approvals.

6.13 Changes in Accounting Policies including Initial Adoption - Discuss and 
analyze any changes in the Issuer’s accounting policies, including:

(a) for any accounting policies that management has adopted or 
expects to adopt subsequent to the end of the most recently 
completed financial year, including changes management has 
made or expects to make voluntarily and those due to a change in 
an accounting standard or a new accounting standard that you do 
not have to adopt until a future date: 

(i) describe the new standard, the date the Issuer required to 
adopt it and, if determined, the date the Issuer plans to adopt 
it,

(ii) disclose the methods of adoption permitted by the 
accounting standard and the method management expects 
to use,

(iii) discuss the expected effect on the Issuer’s financial 
statements, or if applicable, state that management cannot 
reasonably estimate the effect, and

(iv) discuss the potential effect on the Issuer’s business, for 
example technical violations or default of debt covenants or 
changes in business practices; and

(b) for any accounting policies that management has initially adopted 
during the most recently completed financial year, 

(i) describe the events or transactions that gave rise to the 
initial adoption of an accounting policy,

(ii) describe the accounting principle that has been adopted and 
the method of applying that principle,

(iii) discuss the effect resulting from the initial adoption of the 
accounting policy on the Issuer’s financial condition, 
changes in financial condition and results of operations,
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(iv) if the Issuer is permitted a choice among acceptable 
accounting principles,

(A) state that management made a choice among 
acceptable alternatives,

(B) identify the alternatives,

(C) describe why management made the choice that you 
did, and

(D) discuss the effect, where material, on the Issuer’s 
financial condition, changes in financial condition and 
results of operations under the alternatives not 
chosen; and

(v) if no accounting literature exists that covers the accounting 
for the events or transactions giving rise to management’s 
initial adoption of the accounting policy, explain 
management’s decision regarding which accounting principle 
to use and the method of applying that principle.

Instruction: Management does not have to present the discussion under paragraph 
6.13(b) for the initial adoption of accounting policies resulting from the adoption of new 
accounting standards.

6.14 Financial Instruments and Other Instruments - For financial instruments 
and other instruments:

(a) discuss the nature and extent of the Issuer’s use of, including 
relationships among, the instruments and the business purposes 
that they serve;

(b) describe and analyze the risks associated with the instruments;

(c) describe how management manages the risks in paragraph (b), 
including a discussion of the objectives, general strategies and 
instruments used to manage the risks, including any hedging 
activities;

(d) disclose the financial statement classification and amounts of 
income, expenses, gains and losses associated with the 
instrument; and
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(e) discuss the significant assumptions made in determining the fair 
value of financial instruments, the total amount and financial 
statement classification of the change in fair value of financial 
instruments recognized in income for the period, and the total 
amount and financial statement classification of deferred or 
unrecognized gains and losses on financial instruments.

Instruction:
(1) “Other instruments” are instruments that may be settled by the delivery of non-

financial assets. A commodity futures contract is an example of an instrument 
that may be settled by delivery of non-financial assets.

(2) The discussion under paragraph 6.14(a) should enhance a reader’s 
understanding of the significance of recognized and unrecognized instruments on 
the Issuer’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows. The 
information should also assist a reader in assessing the amounts, timing, and 
certainty of future cash flows associated with those instruments. Also discuss the 
relationship between liability and equity components of convertible debt 
instruments.

(3) For purposes of paragraph 6.14(c), if the Issuer is exposed to significant price, 
credit or liquidity risks, consider providing a sensitivity analysis or tabular 
information to help readers assess the degree of exposure. For example, an 
analysis of the effect of a hypothetical change in the prevailing level of interest or 
currency rates on the fair value of financial instruments and future earnings and 
cash flows may be useful in describing the Issuer’s exposure to price risk.

(4) For purposes of paragraph 6.14(d), disclose and explain the income, expenses, 
gains and losses from hedging activities separately from other activities.

Interim MD&A

The interim MD&A for the three month period ended March 31, 2013 are 
attached hereto. 

6.15 Date - Specify the date of the interim MD&A.

6.16 Updated Disclosure - Interim MD&A must update the Issuer’s annual 
MD&A for all disclosure required by sections 6.2 to 6.14 except sections 
6.3 and 6.4. This disclosure must include:

(a) a discussion of management’s analysis of

(i) current quarter and year-to-date results including a 
comparison of results of operations and cash flows to the 
corresponding periods in the previous year;

(ii) changes in results of operations and elements of income or 
loss that are not related to ongoing business operations;
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(iii) any seasonal aspects of the Issuer’s business that affect its 
financial condition, results of operations or cash flows; and

(b) a comparison of the Issuer’s interim financial condition to the 
Issuer’s financial condition as at the most recently completed 
financial year-end.

Instruction:
(1) For the purposes of paragraph (b), do not duplicate the discussion and analysis 

of financial condition in the annual MD&A. For example, if economic and industry 
factors are substantially unchanged the interim MD&A may make a statement to 
this effect.

(2) For the purposes of subparagraph (a)(i), you should generally give prominence to 
the current quarter.

(3) In discussing the Issuer’s balance sheet conditions or income or cash flow items 
for an interim period, you do not have to present a summary, in tabular form, of 
all known contractual obligations contemplated under section 6.7. Instead, you 
should disclose material changes in the specified contractual obligations during 
the interim period that are outside the ordinary course of the Issuer’s business.

(4) Interim MD&A is not required for the Issuer’s fourth quarter as relevant fourth 
quarter content will be contained in the Issuer’s annual MD&A.

6.17 Additional Disclosure for Issuers without Significant Revenue:

(a) unless the information is disclosed in the financial statements to 
which the annual or interim MD&A relates, an Issuer that has not 
had significant revenue from operations in either of its last two 
financial years must disclose a breakdown of material components 
of:

(i) capitalized or expensed exploration and development costs,

(ii) expensed research and development costs,

(iii) deferred development costs,

(iv) general and administration expenses, and

(v) any material costs, whether capitalized, deferred or expensed, 
not referred to in paragraphs (i) through (iv);

(b) if the Issuer’s business primarily involves mining exploration and 
development, the analysis of capitalized or expensed exploration 
and development costs must be presented on a property-by-
property basis; and
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(c) the disclosure in the annual MD&A must be for the two most 
recently completed financial years and the disclosure in the interim 
MD&A for the each year-to-date interim period and the comparative 
period presented in the interim statements.

6.18 Description of Securities:

(a) disclose the designation and number or principal amount of:

(i) each class and series of voting or equity securities of the 
Issuer for which there are securities outstanding,

(ii) each class and series of securities of the Issuer for which 
there are securities outstanding if the securities are 
convertible into, or exercisable or exchangeable for, voting or 
equity securities of the Issuer, and

(iii) subject to subsection (b), each class and series of voting or 
equity securities of the Issuer that are issuable on the 
conversion, exercise or exchange of outstanding securities of 
the Issuer;

(b) if the exact number or principal amount of voting or equity securities 
of the Issuer that are issuable on the conversion, exercise or 
exchange of outstanding securities of the Issuer is not 
determinable, the Issuer must disclose the maximum number or 
principal amount of each class and series of voting or equity 
securities that are issuable on the conversion, exercise or 
exchange of outstanding securities of the Issuer and, if that 
maximum number or principal amount is not determinable, the 
Issuer must describe the exchange or conversion features and the 
manner in which the number or principal amount of voting or equity 
securities will be determined; and

(c) the disclosure under subsections (a) and (b) must be prepared as 
of the latest practicable date. 

6.19 Provide Breakdown:

(a) if the Issuer has not had significant revenue from operations in 
either of its last two financial years, disclose a breakdown of 
material components of:

(i) capitalized or expensed exploration and development costs,
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(ii) expensed research and development costs,

(iii) deferred development costs,

(iv) general and administrative expenses, and

(v) any material costs, whether capitalized, deferred or 
expensed, not referred to in paragraphs (i) through (iv);

(b) present the analysis of capitalized or expensed exploration and 
development costs required by subsection (a) on a property-by-
property basis, if the Issuer’s business primarily involves mining 
exploration and development; and

(c) provide the disclosure in subsection (a) for the following periods:

(i) the two most recently completed financial years, and

(ii) the most recent year-to-date interim period and the 
comparative year-to-date period presented in the interim 
financial statements included, if any.

Subsection (a) does not apply if the information required under that 
subsection has been disclosed in the financial statements.

6.20 Negative cash-flow - If the Issuer had negative operating cash flow in its 
most recently completed financial year for which financial statements have 
been included, disclose:

the period of time the proceeds raised are expected to fund operations;

the estimated total operating costs necessary for the Issuer to achieve its 
stated business objectives during that period of time; and

the estimated amount of other material capital expenditures during that 
period of time.

6.21 Additional disclosure for Issuers with significant equity investees:

if the Issuer has a significant equity investee

(i) summarized information as to the assets, liabilities and 
results of operations of the equity investee, and

(ii) the Issuer’s proportionate interest in the equity investee and 
any contingent issuance of securities by the equity investee 
that might significantly affect the Issuer’s share of earnings; 
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and

provide the disclosure in subsection (a) for the following periods

(i) the two most recently completed financial years, and

(ii) the most recent year-to-date interim period and the 
comparative year-to-date period presented in the interim 
financial statements included in the Listing Statement, if 
any.

Subsection (a) does not apply if:

(i) the information required under that subsection has been 
disclosed in the financial statements included, or

(ii) the Issuer includes separate financial statements of the 
equity investee for the periods referred to in subsection (b).

7. Market for Securities

7.1 Identify the exchange(s) and quotation and trade reporting system(s) on which 
the Issuer's securities are listed and posted for trading or quoted.

N/A

8. Consolidated Capitalization

8.1 Describe any material change in, and the effect of the material change on, the 
share and loan capital of the Issuer, on a consolidated basis, since the date of 
the comparative financial statements for the Issuer's most recently completed 
financial year contained in the Listing Statement.

On July 9, 2013 the Issuer issued 556,000 Common shares at a price of 
$0.25 per share pursuant to a private placement.

On July 16, 2013 the Issuer issued 569,431 Common shares at a price of 
$0.25 per share pursuant to a shares for debt private placement.    

9. Options to Purchase Securities

9.1 State, in tabular form, as at a specified date not more than 30 days before the 
date of the Listing Statement, information as to options to purchase securities 
of the Issuer or a subsidiary of the Issuer that are held by:

(a) all executive officers and past executive officers of the Issuer as a group 
and all directors and past directors of the Issuer who are not also 
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executive officers as a group, indicating the aggregate number of 
executive officers and the aggregate number of directors to whom the 
information applies, without naming them;

(b) all executive officers and past executive officers of all subsidiaries of the 
Issuer as a group and all directors and past directors of those subsidiaries 
who are not also executive officers of the subsidiary as a group, in each 
case, without naming them and excluding individuals referred to in 
paragraph (a), indicating the aggregate number of executive officers and 
the aggregate number of directors to whom the information applies;

(c) all other employees and past employees of the Issuer as a group, without 
naming them;

(d) all other employees and past employees of subsidiaries of the Issuer as a 
group, without naming them; 

(e) all consultants of the Issuer as a group, without naming them; and

(f) any other person or company, including the underwriter, naming each 
person or company.

The Issuer does not have any options to purchase securities of the Issuer 
outstanding. 

Instruction:
(1) Describe the options, stating the material provisions of each class or type of option, 

including:
(a) the designation and number of the securities under option;
(b) the purchase price of the securities under option or the formula by which the purchase 

price will be determined, and the expiration dates of the options;
(c) if reasonably ascertainable, the market value of the securities under option on the date 

of grant;
(d) if reasonably ascertainable, the market value of the securities under option on the 

specified date; and
(e) with respect to options referred to in paragraph (f) of Item 9.1, the particulars of the 

grant including the  consideration for the grant.
(2) For the purposes of item (f) of section 9.1, provide the information required for all options 

except warrants and special warrants.

10. Description of the Securities

10.1 General - State the description or the designation of each class of equity 
securities and describe all material attributes and characteristics, including:
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a) dividend rights;

b) voting rights;

c) rights upon dissolution or winding-up;

d) pre-emptive rights;

e) conversion or exchange rights;

f) redemption, retraction, purchase for cancellation or surrender provisions,

g) sinking or purchase fund provisions;

h) provisions permitting or restricting the issuance of additional securities and 

any other material restrictions; and

i) provisions requiring a securityholder to contribute additional capital.

The Issuer is authorized to issue an unlimited number of Common Shares 
and an unlimited number of Preferred Shares, issuable in series.  

The holders of the Common Shares are entitled to receive notice of and 
attend any meeting of the Issuer’s shareholders and are entitled to one 
vote for each Common Share held (except at meetings where only the 
holders of another class of shares are entitled to vote).  Subject to the 
rights attached to any other class of shares, the holders of the Common 
Shares are entitled to receive dividends, if, as and when declared by the 
Board of Directors of the Corporation and are entitled to receive the 
remaining property upon liquidation of the Corporation.

10.2 Debt securities - If debt securities are being listed, describe all material attributes 
and characteristics of the indebtedness and the security, if any, for the debt, 
including:  

(a) provisions for interest rate, maturity and premium, if any;

(b) conversion or exchange rights;

(c) redemption, retraction, purchase for cancellation or surrender provisions,

(d) sinking or purchase fund provisions;
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(e) the nature and priority of any security for the debt securities, briefly 
identifying the principal properties subject to lien or charge;

(f) provisions permitting or restricting the issuance of additional securities, the 
incurring of additional indebtedness and other material negative 
covenants, including restrictions against payment of dividends and 
restrictions against giving security on the assets of the Issuer or its 
subsidiaries, and provisions as to the release or substitution of assets 
securing the debt securities;

(g) the name of the Corporationee under any indenture relating to the Issuer 
and

(h) any financial arrangements between the Issuer and any of its affiliates or 
among its affiliates that could affect the security for the indebtedness.

N/A

10.4 Other securities - If securities other than equity securities or debt securities are 
being listed, describe fully the material attributes and characteristics of those 
securities.

N/A

10.5 Modification of terms:

(a) describe provisions about the modification, amendment or variation of any 
rights attached to the securities being listed; and

(b) if the rights of holders of securities may be modified otherwise than in 
accordance with the provisions attached to the securities or the provisions 
of the governing statute relating to the securities, explain briefly.

N/A

10.6 Other attributes:

(a) if the rights attaching to the securities being listed are materially limited 
or qualified by the rights of any other class of securities, or if any other 
class of securities ranks ahead of or equally with the securities being 
listed, include information about the other securities that will enable 
investors to understand the rights attaching to the securities being listed; 
and

(b) if securities of the class being listed may be partially redeemed or 
repurchased, state the manner of selecting the securities to be redeemed 
or repurchased.

N/A
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10.7 Prior Sales - State the prices at which securities of the same class as the 
securities to be listed have been sold within the 12 months before the date of 
the Listing Statement, or are to be sold, by the Issuer or any Related Person 
and the number of securities of the class sold or to be sold at each price.

On July 17, 2012, the Issuer issued 320,000 Common Shares at a price of 
$0.25 per share pursuant to a private placement. 

On August 3, 2012, the Issuer issued 1,055,000 Common Shares at a price 
of $0.10 per share pursuant to a shares for debt private placement.

On July 9, 2013 the Issuer issued 556,000 Common shares at a price of 
$0.25 per share pursuant to a private placement.

On July 16, 2013 the Issuer issued 569,431 Common shares at a price of 
$0.25 per share pursuant to a shares for debt private placement.  

Instruction: In the case of sales by a Related Person, the information required under section 
10.7 may be given in the form of price ranges for each calendar month.

10.8 Stock Exchange Price:

a) if shares of the same class as the shares to be listed were or are listed on 
a Canadian stock exchange or traded on a Canadian market, provide the 
price ranges and volume traded on the Canadian stock exchange or 
market on which the greatest volume of trading generally occurs;

b) if shares of the same class as the shares to be listed were or are not listed 
on a Canadian stock exchange or traded on a Canadian market, provide 
the price ranges and volume traded on the foreign stock exchange or 
market on which the greatest volume of trading generally occurs; and

c) information is to be provided on a monthly basis for each month or, if 
applicable, part month, of the current quarter and the immediately 
preceding quarter and on a quarterly basis for the next preceding seven 
quarters.

N/A

11. Escrowed Securities

11.1 State as of a specified date within 30 days before the date of the Listing 
Statement, in substantially the following tabular form, the number of securities 
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of each class of securities of the Issuer held, to the knowledge of the Issuer, in 
escrow (which, for the purposes of this Form includes any securities subject to 
a pooling agreement) and the percentage that number represents of the 
outstanding securities of that class. In a note to the table, disclose the name of 
the depository, if any, and the date of and conditions governing the release of 
the securities from escrow.

ESCROWED SECURITIES

Designation of class held in 
escrow

Number of securities
held in escrow

Percentage of 
class

N/A

12. Principal Shareholders 

12.1 (1) Provide the following information for each principal shareholder of the 
Issuer as of a specified date not more than 30 days before the date of the  
Listing Statement:

(a) Name;

(b) The number or amount of securities owned of the class to be listed;

(c) Whether the securities referred to in subsection 12(1)(b) are owned 
both of record and beneficially, of record only, or beneficially only; 
and

(d) The percentages of each class of securities known by the Issuer to 
be owned.

(2) If the Issuer is requalifying following a fundamental change or has 
proposed an acquisition, amalgamation, merger, reorganization or 
arrangement, indicate, to the extent known, the holding of each person of 
company described in paragraph (1) that will exist after giving effect to the 
transaction.

(3) If, to the knowledge of the Issuer, more than 10 per cent of any class of 
voting securities of the Issuer is held, or is to be held, subject to any voting 
Corporation or other similar agreement, disclose, to the extent known, the 
designation of the securities, the number or amount of the securities held 
or to be held subject to the agreement and the duration of the agreement.  
State the names and addresses of the voting Corporationees and outline 
briefly their voting rights and other powers under the agreement.
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(4) If, to the knowledge of the Issuer, any principal shareholder is an associate 
or affiliate of another person or company named as a principal 
shareholder, disclose, to the extent known, the material facts of the 
relationship, including any basis for influence over the Issuer held by the 
person or company other than the holding of voting securities of the 
Issuer.

(5) In addition to the above, include in a footnote to the table, the required 
calculation(s) on a fully-diluted basis.

To the knowledge of the Issuer, no shareholder holds more than 10% of the 
outstanding shares. 

Instruction: If a company, partnership, Corporation or other unincorporated entity is a principal 
shareholder of an Issuer, disclose, to the extent known, the name of each individual who, 
through ownership of or control or direction over the securities of the company or membership in 
the partnership, as the case may be, is a principal shareholder of the company or partnership.
13 Directors and Officers

13.1 List the name and municipality of residence of each director and executive 
officer of the Issuer and indicate their respective positions and offices held with 
the Issuer and their respective principal occupations within the five preceding 
years.

Name and Place of 
Residence

Position with the Issuer  and 
Year first Appointed a 

Director
Principal Occupation for the Previous 

Five Years

Nathan Hansen

Revelstoke, British 
Columbia

President & Chief Executive 
Officer

Director since June 9, 2011

Business Consultant

Robin Ray

Lethbridge, Alberta

Chief Financial Officer

Director since June 9, 2011

Business Owner

Aric Ferguson 

Kamloops, British 
Columbia

Director since June 9, 2011 Business Owner

David Edwards

Georgetown, Ontario

Director since May 13, 2013 Business Consultant

Instruction: If, during the period, a director or officer has held more than one position with the 
Issuer or the Issuer's controlling shareholder or a subsidiary of the Issuer, state only the current 
position held.
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13.2 State the period or periods during which each director has served as a director 
and when his or her term of office will expire.

Each director has served since incorporation on June 9, 2011, except Mr. 
Edwards, who was appointed on May 13, 2013.  Each director elected will 
hold office until the next annual general meeting of shareholders or until 
his successor is duly elected, unless his office is earlier vacated in 
accordance with the by-laws of the Issuer or the provisions of the 
Business Corporations Act to which the Issuer is subject. 

13.3 State the number and percentage of securities of each class of voting securities 
of the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries beneficially owned, directly or indirectly, 
or over which control or direction is exercised by all directors and executive 
officers of the Issuer as a group.

The directors and executive officers of the Issuer, as a group, own, 
directly or indirectly, 1,257,368 Common Shares, or approximately 21% of 
the issued and outstanding Common Shares.

Instruction: Securities of subsidiaries that are beneficially owned, directly or indirectly, or over 
which control or direction is exercised by directors or executive officers through ownership or 
control or direction over securities of the Issuer do not need to be included.

13.4 Disclose the board committees of the Issuer and identify the members of each 
committee.

The Issuer has an Audit Committee. David Edwards, Aric Ferguson 
and Nathan Hansen are the members of the Audit Committee. 

13.5 If the principal occupation of a director or officer of the Issuer is acting as an 
officer of a person or company other than the Issuer, disclose the fact and state 
the principal business of the person or company.

The principal occupation is disclosed in the table at section 13.1 above.

13.6 Disclose if a director or officer of the Issuer or a shareholder holding a sufficient 
number of securities of the Issuer to affect materially the control of the Issuer, 
is, or within 10 years before the date of the Listing Statement has been, a 
director or officer of any other Issuer that, while that person was acting in that 
capacity:

(a) was the subject of a cease trade or similar order, or an order that denied 
the other Issuer access to any exemptions under Ontario securities law, 
for a period of more than 30 consecutive days, state the fact and describe 
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the basis on which the order was made and whether the order is still in 
effect;  

(b) was subject to an event that resulted, after the director or executive officer 
ceased to be a director or executive officer, in the company being the 
subject of a cease trade or similar order or an order that denied the 
relevant company access to any exemption under securities legislation, for 
a period of more than 30 consecutive days, state the fact and describe the 
basis on which the order was made and whether the order is still in effect;

(c) became bankrupt, made a proposal under any legislation relating to 
bankruptcy or insolvency or was subject to or instituted any proceedings, 
arrangement or compromise with creditors or had a receiver, receiver 
manager or Corporationee appointed to hold its assets, state the fact; or 

(d) within a year of that person ceasing to act in that capacity, became 
bankrupt, made a proposal under any legislation relating to bankruptcy or 
insolvency or was subject to or instituted any proceedings, arrangement or 
compromise with creditors or had a receiver, receiver manager or 
Corporationee appointed to hold its assets, state the fact. 

Mr. Nathan E. Hansen has been the subject of Voluntary Cease Trade 
Orders (“CTO”) in the case of Consolidated Beacon Resources, Ltd., 
(“Beacon”) for two periods in 2006 and 2007, one that occurred 
during his tenure as Director and Officer of Beacon and the other 
subsequent to his official capacity with Beacon, a company traded 
on the TSX Venture Exchange. They were both related to the failure 
of Beacon to file audited financial statements in a timely manner. 
Neither of the occurrences resulted in a CTO against Beacon, and 
did not result in the Voluntary CTO being in effect for longer than 90 
days in each case.

The BCSC, the ASC and the OSC issued cease trade orders dated 
March 5, 2008, March 4, 2008 and March 18, 2008, respectively, in 
effect against MLB (now Blue Horizon Industries Inc, following the 
completion of the POA described above), as a result of MLB’s failure 
to file with such securities regulatory authorities its annual audited 
financial statements for the year ended October 31, 2007 and the 
applicable fees or for failing to file the same in a timely manner, as 
required under applicable securities legislation (the “Required 
Filings”), of which Mr. Ray and Mr. Hansen are currently directors.  
On July 8, 2010, MLB filed the Required Filings on SEDAR.  As a 
result, on July 14, 2010, MLB received orders from each of the BCSC, 
ASC and OSC dated effective July 14, 2010, granting full revocation 
of the cease trade orders.
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The ASC and BCSC issued a cease trade order dated May 3, 2012 
and May 9, 2012, respectively, against 1603546 Alberta Ltd. 
(“1603546”), as a result of 1603546’s failure to file with such 
securities regulatory authorities its annual audited financial 
statements for the year ended December 31, 2011.  The directors and 
officers of 1603546 are as follows: Nathan Hansen (President, CEO 
and director), Robin Ray (CFO and director) and Aric Ferguson 
(director). The cease trade  order is still in effect. 

The ASC and BCSC issued a cease trade order dated May 3, 2012 and 
May 9, 2012, respectively, against Outrider Merchant Equities Inc. 
(“Outrider”), as a result of Outrider’s failure to file with such 
securities regulatory authorities its annual audited financial 
statements for the year ended December 31, 2011.  The directors and 
officers of Outrider are as follows: Nathan Hansen (President, CEO 
and director), Robin Ray (CFO and director) and Aric Ferguson 
(director). The cease trade  order is still in effect.

13.7 Describe the penalties or sanctions imposed and the grounds on which they 
were imposed or the terms of the settlement agreement and the circumstances 
that gave rise to the settlement agreement, if a director or officer of the Issuer, 
or a shareholder holding sufficient securities of the Issuer to affect materially 
the control of the Issuer, has:

(a) been subject to any penalties or sanctions imposed by a court relating to 
Canadian securities legislation or by a Canadian securities regulatory 
authority or has entered into a settlement agreement with a Canadian 
securities regulatory authority; or N/A

(b) been subject to any other penalties or sanctions imposed by a court or 
regulatory body that would be likely to be considered important to a 
reasonable investor making an investment decision. N/A 

13.8 Despite section 13.7, no disclosure is required of a settlement agreement 
entered into before December 31, 2000 unless the disclosure would likely be 
important to a reasonable investor in making an investment decision.

13.9 If a director or officer of the Issuer, or a shareholder holding sufficient securities 
of the Issuer to affect materially the control of the Issuer, or a personal holding 
company of any such persons has, within the 10 years before the date of the 
Listing Statement, become bankrupt, made a proposal under any legislation 
relating to bankruptcy or insolvency, or been subject to or instituted any 
proceedings, arrangement or compromise with creditors, or had a receiver, 
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receiver manager or Corporationee appointed to hold the assets of the director 
or officer, state the fact. N/A 

13.10 Disclose particulars of existing or potential material conflicts of interest between 
the Issuer or a subsidiary of the Issuer and a director or officer of the Issuer or 
a subsidiary of the Issuer.

Certain directors and officers of the Issuer are or may become associated 
with other reporting issuers or other corporations which may give rise to 
conflicts of interest.  In accordance with the ABCA, directors who have a 
material interest or any person who is a party to a material contract or a 
proposed material contact with the Issuer are required, subject to certain 
exceptions, to disclose that interest and generally abstain from voting on 
any resolution to approve the contract.  In addition, the directors are 
required to act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests 
of the Issuer.  Certain of the directors of the Issuer have either other 
employment or other business or time restrictions placed on them and 
accordingly, these directors of the Issuer will only be able to devote part 
of their time to the affairs of the Issuer.

13.11 Management — In addition to the above provide the following information for 
each member of management:

(a) state the individual's name, age, position and responsibilities with the 
Issuer and relevant educational background;

(b) state whether the individual works full time for the Issuer or what 
proportion of the individual's time will be devoted to the Issuer;

(c) state whether the individual is an employee or independent contractor of 
the Issuer;

(d) state the individual's principal occupations or employment during the five 
years prior to the date of the Listing Statement, disclosing with respect to 
each organization as of the time such occupation or employment was 
carried on:

(i) its name and principal business,

(ii) if applicable, that the organization was an affiliate of the Issuer,

(iii) positions held by the individual, and

(iv) whether it is still carrying on business, if known to the individual;
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(e) describe the individual's experience in the Issuer's industry; and

(f) state whether the individual has entered into a non-competition or non-
disclosure agreement with the Issuer.

Instruction:
(1) For purposes of this Item "management" means all directors, officers, employees and 

contractors whose expertise is critical to the Issuer, its subsidiaries and proposed 
subsidiaries in providing the Issuer with a reasonable opportunity to achieve its stated 
business objectives.

(2) The description of the principal occupation of a member of management must be 
specific.  The terms "businessman" or "entrepreneur" are not sufficiently specific.

Robin Ray, age 44, CFO and a director. Certified General Accountant working in 
public practice with MacNevin & Ray CGA. Mr. Ray will devote approximately 50% 
of his time to the Issuer. Mr. Ray is also the Chief Financial Officer of 1603546 and 
Outrider. 

Nathan Hansen, age 56, President, CEO and a director . Mr. Hansen will devote 
approximately 50% of his time to the Issuer. Mr. Hansen is also the President and 
Chief Executive Officer of 1603546 and Outrider. 

Aric Ferguson, age 24, Director.  Mr. Ferguson is certified as a Red Seal 
Electrician.  Mr. Ferguson will devote approximately 20% of his time to the Issuer. 
Mr. Ferguson is also the Corporate Development Officer of Outrider, and a 
Director of Outrider and 1603546. 

David Edwards, age 33, Director.  Mr. Edwards holds a College Diploma in 
Business/Economics from George Brown College  Mr. Edwards will devote the 
time necessary to perform the work required in connection with acting as a 
director of the Issuer 

None of the above individuals have entered into a non-competition or non-
disclosure agreement with the Issuer. 

14. Capitalization

14.1 Prepare and file the following chart for each class of securities to be listed: 

Issued Capital
Number of
Securities
(non-diluted)

Number of 
Securities 
(fully-
diluted)

%of 
Issued 
(non-
diluted)

% of
Issued 
(fully diluted)
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Public Float

Total outstanding (A) 5,954,466 5,954,466 100% 100%

Held by Related Persons or 
employees of the Issuer or 
Related Person of the 
Issuer, or by persons or 
companies who beneficially 
own or control, directly or 
indirectly, more than a 5% 
voting position in the Issuer 
(or who would beneficially 
own or control, directly or 
indirectly, more than a 5% 
voting position in the Issuer 
upon exercise or conversion 
of other securities held) (B)

1,257,368 1,257,368 21% 21%

Total Public Float (A-B) 4,697,098 4,697,098 79% 79%

Freely-Tradeable Float

Number of outstanding 
securities subject to 
resale restrictions, 
including restrictions 
imposed by pooling or 
other arrangements or in 
a shareholder agreement 
and securities held by 
control block holders (C) 

1,125,431 1,125,431 19% 19%

Total Tradeable Float (A-
C)

4,829,035 4,829,035 81% 81%
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Public Securityholders (Registered)

Instruction: For the purposes of this report, "public securityholders" are persons 
other than persons enumerated in section (B) of the previous chart. List 
registered holders only.

Class of Security

Size of Holding Number of 
holders

Total number of 
securities

1 – 99 securities 28    1,017

100 – 499 securities 40 10,431

500 – 999 securities 25 18,485

1,000 – 1,999 securities   9 13,338

2,000 – 2,999 securities   0           0

3,000 – 3,999 securities   4   13,792

4,000 – 4,999 securities   1     4,138

5,000 or more  securities 49 1,397,480

156 553,249
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Public Securityholders (Beneficial)

Instruction: Include (i) beneficial holders holding securities in their own name as 
registered shareholders; and (ii) beneficial holders holding securities through an 
intermediary where the Issuer has been given written confirmation of 
shareholdings. For the purposes of this section, it is sufficient if the intermediary 
provides a breakdown by number of beneficial holders for each line item below; 
names and holdings of specific beneficial holders do not have to be disclosed. If 
an intermediary or intermediaries will not provide details of beneficial holders, 
give the aggregate position of all such intermediaries in the last line.

Class of Security

Size of Holding Number of 
holders

Total number of 
securities

1 – 99 securities 229      8,268

100 – 499 securities 182     43,198

500 – 999 securities   64     45,301

1,000 – 1,999 securities   28     41,282

2,000 – 2,999 securities   10     23,897

3,000 – 3,999 securities   14     48,465

4,000 – 4,999 securities     6     26,638

5,000 or more  securities   61 2,751,218
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Non-Public Securityholders (Registered)

Instruction: For the purposes of this report, "non-public securityholders" are 
persons enumerated in section (B) of the issued capital chart. 

Class of Security

Size of Holding Number of 
holders

Total number of 
securities

1 – 99 securities 0 0

100 – 499 securities 0 0

500 – 999 securities 0 0

1,000 – 1,999 securities 0 0

2,000 – 2,999 securities 0 0

3,000 – 3,999 securities 1    3,690

4,000 – 4,999 securities 0 0

5,000 or more  securities 5 1,180,126

6 1,183,816

14.2 Provide the following details for any securities convertible or exchangeable into 
any class of listed securities

Description of Security 
(include conversion /  
exercise terms, including 
conversion / exercise price)

Number of convertible / 
exchangeable securities 
outstanding

Number of listed securities 
issuable upon conversion / 
exercise

NONE

14.3 Provide details of any listed securities reserved for issuance that are not 
included in section 14.2.
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15. Executive Compensation

15.1 Attach a Statement of Executive Compensation from Form 51-102F6 or any 
successor instrument and describe any intention to make any material changes 
to that compensation.

Attached.
.  
16. Indebtedness of Directors and Executive Officers
N/A

16.1 Aggregate Indebtedness

(1) Complete the above table for the aggregate indebtedness outstanding as at a 
date within thirty days before the date of the information circular entered into in 
connection with:

(a) a purchase of securities; and

(b) all other indebtedness.

(2) Report separately the indebtedness to:

(a) the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries (column (b)); and

(b) another entity if the indebtedness is the subject of a guarantee, 
support agreement, letter of credit or other similar arrangement 
or understanding provided by the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries 
(column (c)),

of all officers, directors, employees and former officers, directors and employees 
of the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries.

(3) “Support agreement” includes, but is not limited to, an agreement to provide 
assistance in the maintenance or servicing of any indebtedness and an agreement 

AGGREGATE INDEBTEDNESS ($) N/A

Purpose

To the Issuer or
its Subsidiaries To Another Entity

(a) (b) (c)

Share purchases

Other
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to provide compensation for the purpose of maintaining or servicing any 
indebtedness of the borrower.

16.2 Indebtedness of Directors and Executive Officers under (1) Securities 
Purchase and (2) Other Programs

INDEBTEDNESS OF DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS UNDER (1) SECURITIES 
PURCHASE AND (2) OTHER PROGRAMS

Name and 
Principal 
Position

Involvement 
of Issuer or 
Subsidiary

Largest 
Amount 
Outstanding 
During [Most 
Recently 
Completed 
Financial 
Year]
($)

Amount 
Outstanding 
as at [the 
date of the 
Form]
($)

Financially 
Assisted 
Securities 
Purchases 
During [Most 
Recently 
Completed 
Financial 
Year]
(#)

Security
for 
Indebtedness

Amount 
Forgiven 
During
[Most 
Recently 
Completed 
Financial 
Year]

($)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Securities Purchase Programs

Other Programs

(1) Complete the above table for each individual who is, or at any time during the 
most recently completed financial year was, a director or executive officer of the 
Issuer, each proposed nominee for election as a director of the Issuer, and each 
associate of any such director, executive officer or proposed nominee,

(a) who is, or at any time since the beginning of the most recently 
completed financial year of the Issuer has been, indebted to the 
Issuer or any of its subsidiaries, or

(b) whose indebtedness to another entity is, or at any time since the 
beginning of the most recently completed financial year has been, the 
subject of a guarantee, support agreement, letter of credit or other 
similar arrangement or understanding provided by the Issuer or any of 
its subsidiaries,

and separately disclose the indebtedness for security purchase programs and 
all other programs.
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(2 ) Note the following:

Column (a) – disclose the name and principal position of the borrower. If the 
borrower was, during the year, but no longer is a director or executive officer, 
state that fact. If the borrower is a proposed nominee for election as a director, 
state that fact. If the borrower is included as an associate, describe briefly the 
relationship of the borrower to an individual who is or, during the year, was a 
director or executive officer or who is a proposed nominee for election as a 
director, name that individual and provide the information required by this 
subparagraph for that individual.

Column (b) – disclose whether the Issuer or a subsidiary of the Issuer is the 
lender or the provider of a guarantee, support agreement, letter of credit or 
similar arrangement or understanding.

Column (c) – disclose the largest aggregate amount of the indebtedness 
outstanding at any time during the last completed financial year.

Column (d) – disclose the aggregate amount of indebtedness outstanding as 
at a date within thirty days before the date of the information circular.

Column (e) – disclose separately for each class or series of securities, the 
sum of the number of securities purchased during the last completed financial 
year with the financial assistance (security purchase programs only).

Column (f) – disclose the security for the indebtedness, if any, provided to 
the Issuer, any of its subsidiaries or the other entity (security purchase 
programs only).

Column (g) – disclose the total amount of indebtedness that was forgiven at 
any time during the last completed financial year.

(3 ) Supplement the above table with a summary discussion of:

(a) the material terms of each incidence of indebtedness and, if applicable, of 
each guarantee, support agreement, letter of credit or other similar 
arrangement or understanding, including:

(i) the nature of the transaction in which the indebtedness was incurred,

(ii) the rate of interest,

(iii) the term to maturity,

(iv) any understanding, agreement or intention to limit recourse, and
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(v) any security for the indebtedness;

(b) any material adjustment or amendment made during the most recently 
completed financial year to the terms of the indebtedness and, if 
applicable, the guarantee, support agreement, letter of credit or similar 
arrangement or understanding. Forgiveness of indebtedness reported in 
column (g) of the above table should be explained; and

(c) the class or series of the securities purchased with financial assistance or 
held as security for the indebtedness and, if the class or series of 
securities is not publicly traded, all material terms of the securities, 
including the provisions for exchange, conversion, exercise, redemption, 
retraction and dividends.

Instruction:
(1) For purposes of this item, the following interpretation applies to the term "routine 

indebtedness":
(a) A loan, whether or not in the ordinary course of business, is considered as routine 

indebtedness if made on terms, including terms relating to interest rate and security, 
no more favourable to the borrower than the terms on which loans are made by the 
Issuer to employees generally unless the amount at any time during the last completed 
financial year remaining unpaid under the loans to any one director or executive officer 
together with his or her associates exceeds $25,000, in which case the indebtedness 
is not routine;

(b) A loan made by an Issuer to a director or executive officer, whether or not the Issuer 
makes loans in the ordinary course of business, is routine indebtedness if:
(i) the borrower is a full-time employee of the Issuer or a subsidiary of the Issuer,

(ii) the loan is fully secured against the residence of the borrower, and
(iii) the amount of the loan does not exceed the annual aggregate salary of the 

borrower from the Issuer and its subsidiaries;
(c) If the Issuer makes loans in the ordinary course of business, a loan to a person or 

company other than a full-time employee of the Issuer or of a subsidiary of the Issuer 
is routine indebtedness, if the loan:

(i) is made on substantially the same terms, including terms relating to interest rate 
and security, as are available when a loan is made to other customers of the 
Issuer with comparable credit ratings, and

(ii) involves no greater than usual risks of collectability; and
(d) Indebtedness for purchases made on usual trade terms, for ordinary travel or expense 

advances or for loans or advances made for similar purposes is routine indebtedness if 
the repayment arrangements are in accordance with usual commercial practice.

(2) For purposes of this item, "support agreement" includes an agreement to provide 
assistance in the maintenance or servicing of any indebtedness and an agreement to 
provide compensation for the purpose of maintaining or servicing any indebtedness of the 
borrower.

(3) No disclosure need be made under this item of indebtedness that has been entirely repaid 
on or before the date of the Listing Statement.
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17. Risk Factors

17.1 Disclose risk factors relating to the Issuer and its business, such as cash flow 
and liquidity problems, if any, experience of management, the general risks 
inherent in the business carried on by the Issuer, environmental and health 
risks, reliance on key personnel, regulatory constraints, economic or political 
conditions and financial history and any other matter that would be likely to 
influence an investor’s decision to purchase securities of the Issuer.

17.2 If there is a risk that securityholders of the Issuer may become liable to make 
an additional contribution beyond the price of the security, disclose that risk.

17.3 Describe any risk factors material to the Issuer that a reasonable investor 
would consider relevant to an investment in the securities being listed and that 
are not otherwise described under section 17.1 or 17.2.

General

Potential securityholders should carefully consider the following factors that may relate 
to the ownership of Common Shares. The risks set out herein could cause the value of 
Common Shares to decline and cause investors in Common Shares to lose all or part of 
their investment. In addition to the risks set out below, other material risks and 
uncertainties of which the Corporation is not aware may also harm investment activities. 
The following is a summary only of the material risk factors that may affect an 
investment in Common Shares. 

No Guaranteed Return for Investment in Common Shares

There can be no guarantee that an investment in Common Shares will earn any positive 
return and there can be no assurance that the Corporation’s business strategy will be 
successful or that Corporation’s business objectives will be achieved. 

Operating History

The Corporation does not have a record of performance to be relied upon. The 
Corporation’s operations are subject to all the risks inherent in the establishment of new 
business enterprise, including a lack of operating history. The Corporation cannot be 
certain that its investment strategy will be successful. The likelihood of success of the 
Corporation must be considered in light of the problems, expenses, difficulties, 
complications, and delays frequently encountered in connection with the establishment 
of any new business. If the Corporation fails to address any of these risks or difficulties 
adequately, its business will likely suffer. There is no assurance that the Corporation 
can operate profitably or that it will successfully implement its plans.
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Investors may have difficulty evaluating its business and prospects due to its 
limited operating history.

The Corporation has a limited operating history and limited historical information upon 
which an investor can base its evaluation.  Accordingly, there is only a limited basis 
upon which an investor can evaluate the Corporation’s business and prospects.

The Corporation has limited ability to protect its intellectual property rights, and 
may be subject to claims regarding infringement and/or restrictions resulting 
therefrom.  The Corporation may also use significant amounts of resources to 
pursue and/or defend claims with respect to intellectual property rights.

The Corporation’s success and ability to compete depends significantly on its internally 
developed proprietary technology.  The Corporation may expend significant resources 
to protect its intellectual property rights or to defend claims of infringement by third 
parties, and if it is not successful the Corporation may lose rights to use significant 
material or be required to pay significant fees.  Its success and ability to compete are 
significantly dependent on its intellectual property rights.  Although the Corporation 
plans to actively take steps to protect its intellectual property rights, these steps may not 
be adequate to prevent the infringement or misappropriation thereof.  Infringement or 
misappropriation of its intellectual property rights could materially harm its business.  In 
the event of claims of infringement with respect to such intellectual property, by or 
against the Corporation, the Corporation could incur substantial costs or damages in
resolving such claims.  Further, the Corporation cannot assure that others will not 
develop technologies that are similar to or superior to its technologies or duplicate its 
technologies in a manner that does not infringe on its intellectual property rights.  Any of 
the foregoing could have a material adverse effect on its business, results of operations 
and financial condition.

The Corporation may not be able to enforce its proprietary rights under the laws 
of some foreign countries.

The laws of some foreign countries may not permit the protection of its proprietary rights 
to the same extent as do the laws of Canada.  Its inability to protect its intellectual 
property rights in foreign countries may harm its business.

Reliance on Key Personnel

The success of the Corporation is dependent upon its key personnel.  Any loss of the 
services of such persons could have a material adverse effect on the business and 
operations of the Corporation.  The unexpected loss of key personnel or the inability to 
retain or recruit skilled personnel could have a material adverse effect on the 
Corporation’s business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows.

Dilution Effects
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The Corporation can issue additional Common Shares from time to time to fund 
operations or to acquire additional assets.  Any issuance of additional Common Shares 
of the Corporation will have a dilutive effect on the current shareholders.

The Corporation Cannot Insure Against and May Experience Uninsured Losses

The Corporation cannot insure against any losses that may occur on the holding of its 
sole asset, the COV.

The Common Shares are Highly Speculative

An investment in the Common Shares is highly speculative. You should be able to bear 
the risk of the entire loss of your investment.

Default on Indebtedness

If the Corporation defaults in the repayment of any indebtedness that it may incur, the 
creditors holding such indebtedness will be entitled to exercise available legal remedies 
against the Corporation. There is no assurance that there will be assets available to 
recover any portion of a Common Shareholder’s investment.

No Representation Regarding Merits as an Investment

The Corporation makes no representation as to the market value of the Common 
Shares. Investtors are urged to consider the purchase of Common Shares on its merits 
as an investment and to consult professional advisors having relevant expertise.

New Business

The Corporation has no prior business history and is dependant on its management and 
retained professionals.

Single Asset

The Corporation's financial performance will be directly tied to the performance of its 
sole asset, the COV.

Issuer Risk

The Corporation, has only been recently formed, has no operating history, no history of 
earnings and has not paid any cash distributions. The Corporation does not own any 
ongoing business operations and has no assets other than the COV and cash. The 
Corporation will not generate earnings in the immediate future.
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Investors will be relying on the expertise and good faith of the directors and officers of 
the Corporation. Investors must carefully evaluate the personal experience and 
business performance of the officers and directors of the Corporation.

Instruction: Disclose risks in the order of seriousness from the most serious to the least 
serious. A risk factor must not be de-emphasized by including excessive caveats or conditions.

18. Promoters 

Instruction: In this Part, "promoter" includes any person performing Investor Relations 
Activities (as defined in the CNSX Policies) for the Issuer.

18.1 For a person or company that is, or has been within the two years immediately 
preceding the date of the Listing Statement, a promoter of the Issuer or of a 
subsidiary of the Issuer, state:

(a) the person or company's name;

(b) the number and percentage of each class of voting securities and equity 
securities of the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries beneficially owned, 
directly or indirectly, or over which control is exercised;

(c) the nature and amount of anything of value, including money, property, 
contracts, options or rights of any kind received or to be received by the 
promoter directly or indirectly from the Issuer or from a subsidiary of the 
Issuer, and the nature and amount of any assets, services or other 
consideration therefor received or to be received by the Issuer or a 
subsidiary of the Issuer in return; and

(d) for an asset acquired within the two years before the date of the Listing 
Statement or thereafter, or to be acquired, by the Issuer or by a subsidiary 
of the Issuer from a promoter:

(i) the consideration paid or to be paid for the asset and the method by 
which the consideration has been or will be determined,

(ii) the person or company making the determination referred to in 
subparagraph (i) and the person or company's relationship with the 
Issuer, the promoter, or an associate or affiliate of the Issuer or of the 
promoter, and

(iii) the date that the asset was acquired by the promoter and the cost of 
the asset to the promoter.
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18.2 (1) If a promoter referred to in section 18.1 is, as at the date hereof, or was 
within 10 years before the date hereof, a director, chief executive officer, 
or chief financial officer of any person or company that:

a) was subject to an order that was issued while the promoter 
was acting in the capacity as director, chief executive officer or 
chief financial officer; or

b) was subject to an order that was issued after the promoter ceased 
to be a director, chief executive officer or chief financial officer and 
which resulted from an event that occurred while the promoter was 
acting in the capacity as director, chief executive officer or chief 
financial officer,

state the fact and describe the basis on which the order was made and whether 
the order is still in effect.

(2) For the purposes of section 18.2 (1), “order” means:

(a) a cease trade order;

(b) an order similar to a cease trade order; or

(c) an order that denied the relevant person or company access to 
any exemption under securities legislation, that was in effect for a 
period of more than 30 consecutive days.

(3) If a promoter referred to in section 18.2 (1):

(a) is, as at the date hereof, or has been within the 10 years before the 
date hereof, a director or executive officer of any person or company 
that, while the promoter was acting in that capacity, or within a year 
of that person ceasing to act in that capacity, became bankrupt, 
made a proposal under any legislation relating to bankruptcy or 
insolvency or was subject to or instituted any proceedings, 
arrangement or compromise with creditors or had a receiver, receiver 
manager or Corporationee appointed to hold its assets, state the fact; 
or

(b) has, within the 10 years before the date hereof, become bankrupt, 
made a proposal under any legislation relating to bankruptcy or 
insolvency, or become subject to or instituted any proceedings, 
arrangement or compromise with creditors, or had a receiver, 
receiver manager or Corporationee appointed to hold the assets of 
the promoter, state the fact.
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(4) Describe the penalties or sanctions imposed and the grounds on which 
they were imposed or the terms of the settlement agreement and the 
circumstances that gave rise to the settlement agreement, if a promoter 
referred to in section 18.2(1) has been subject to:

(a) any penalties or sanctions imposed by a court relating to provincial 
and territorial securities legislation or by a provincial and territorial 
securities regulatory authority or has entered into a settlement 
agreement with a provincial and territorial securities regulatory 
authority; or

(b) any other penalties or sanctions imposed by a court or regulatory 
body that would be likely to be considered important to a reasonable 
investor in making an investment decision.

(5) Despite section 18.2(4), no disclosure is required of a settlement 
agreement entered into before December 31, 2000 unless the disclosure 
would likely be considered important to a reasonable investor in making 
an investment decision.

Instruction: The disclosure required by sections 18.2(2), 18.2(4) and 18.2(5) also 
applies to any personal holding companies of any of the persons referred to in sections 
18.2(2), 18.2(4), and 18.2(5).

1. A management cease trade order which applies to a promoter referred to in 
section 18.1 is an “order” for the purposes of section 18.2(2)(a) and must be 
disclosed, whether or not the director, chief executive officer or chief financial 
officer was named in the order.

2. For the purposes of this section, a late filing fee, such as a filing fee that applies 
to the late filing of an insider report, is not a “penalty or sanction”. The disclosure 
in section 18.2(2)(a) only applies if the promoter was a director, chief executive 
officer or chief financial officer when the order was issued against the person or 
company. The Issuer does not have to provide disclosure if the promoter 
became a director, chief executive officer or chief financial officer after the order 
was issued

N/A

19. Legal Proceedings

19.1 Describe any legal proceedings material to the Issuer to which the Issuer or a 
subsidiary of the Issuer is a party or of which any of their respective property is 
the subject matter and any such proceedings known to the Issuer to be 
contemplated, including the name of the court or agency, the date instituted, 
the principal parties to the proceedings, the nature of the claim, the amount 
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claimed, if any, if the proceedings are being contested, and the present status 
of the proceedings.

N/A 

Instruction: No information need be given with respect to any proceeding that involves 
primarily a claim for damages if the amount involved, exclusive of interest and costs, does not 
exceed 10 per cent of the current assets of the Issuer and its subsidiaries on a consolidated 
basis.  However, if any proceeding presents in large degree the same legal and factual issues 
as other proceedings pending or known to be contemplated, the amount involved in the other 
proceedings shall be included in computing the percentage.

19.2 Regulatory actions - Describe any:

(a) penalties or sanctions imposed against the Issuer by a court relating to 
provincial and territorial securities legislation or by a securities regulatory 
authority within the three years immediately preceding the date hereof;

(b) other penalties or sanctions imposed by a court or regulatory body 
against the Issuer necessary to contain full, true and plain disclosure of all 
material facts relating to the securities being listed; and

(c) settlement agreements the Issuer entered into before a court relating to 
provincial and territorial securities legislation or with a securities 
regulatory authority within the three years immediately preceding the date 
hereof.

N/A 

20. Interest of Management and Others in Material Transactions

20.1 Describe, and state the approximate amount of, any material interest, direct or 
indirect, of any of the following persons or companies in any transaction within 
the three years before the date of the Listing Statement, or in any proposed 
transaction, that has materially affected or will materially affect the Issuer or a 
subsidiary of the Issuer:

(a) any director or executive officer of the Issuer;

(b) a person or company that is the direct or indirect beneficial owner of, or 
who exercises control or direction over, more than 10 percent of any class 
or series of your outstanding voting securities; and

(c) an associate or affiliate of any of the persons or companies referred to in 
paragraphs (a) or (b).
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Instruction:
(1) The materiality of an interest is to be determined on the basis of the significance of the 

information to investors in light of all the circumstances of the particular case.  The 
importance of the interest to the person having the interest, the relationship of the 
parties to the transaction with each other and the amount involved are among the 
factors to be considered in determining the significance of the information to investors.

(2) Give a brief description of the material transaction.  Include the name of each person 
or company whose interest in any transaction is described and the nature of the 
relationship to the Issuer.

(3) For any transaction involving the purchase of assets by or sale of assets to the Issuer 
or a subsidiary of the Issuer, state the cost of the assets to the purchaser, and the cost 
of the assets to the seller if acquired by the seller within three years before the 
transaction.

(4) This item does not apply to any interest arising from the ownership of securities of the 
Issuer if the security holder receives no extra or special benefit or advantage not 
shared on an equal basis by all other holders of the same class of securities or all 
other holders of the same class of securities who are resident in Canada.

(5) Information must be included as to any material underwriting discounts or 
commissions upon the sale of securities by the Issuer if any of the specified persons or 
companies were or are to be an underwriter or are associates, affiliates or partners of 
a person or company that was or is to be an underwriter.

(6) No information need be given in answer to this item as to a transaction, or an interest 
in a transaction, if

(a) the rates or charges involved in the transaction are fixed by law or determined by 
competitive bids;

(b) the interest of a specified person or company in the transaction is solely that of a 
director of another company that is a party to the transaction;

(c) the transaction involves services as a bank or other depository of funds, a 
transfer agent, registrar, Corporationee under a Corporation indenture or other 
similar services; or

(d) the transaction does not involve remuneration for services and the interest of the 
specified person or company arose from the beneficial ownership, direct or 
indirect, of less than 10 per cent of any class of equity securities of another 
company that is party to the transaction and the transaction is in the ordinary 
course of business of the Issuer or its subsidiaries.

(7) Describe all transactions not excluded above that involve remuneration (including an 
issuance of securities), directly or indirectly, to any of the specified persons or 
companies for services in any capacity unless the interest of the person or company 
arises solely from the beneficial ownership, direct or indirect, of less than 10 per cent 
of any class of equity securities of another company furnishing the services to the 
Issuer or its subsidiaries.

N/A
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21. Auditors, Transfer Agents and Registrars

21.1 State the name and address of the auditor of the Issuer.

21.2 For each class of securities, state the name of any transfer agent, registrar, 
Corporationee, or other agent appointed by the Issuer to maintain the securities 
register and the register of transfers for such securities and indicate the location 
(by municipality) of each of the offices of the Issuer or transfer agent, registrar, 
Corporationee or other agent where the securities register and register of 
transfers are maintained or transfers of securities are recorded.  

John J. Geib, Chartered Account, is the auditor for the Issuer, Suite 405, 11012 
Macleod Trail SE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2J 6A5.

Computershare Corporation Company of Canada at the Calgary, Alberta office, is 
the transfer agent for the common shares of the Issuer. 

22. Material Contracts

22.1 Give particulars of every material contract, other than contracts entered into in 
the ordinary course of business that was entered into within the two years 
before the date of Listing Statement by the Issuer or a subsidiary of the Issuer.

Instruction:
(1) The term "material contract" for this purpose means a contract that can reasonably be 

regarded as material to a proposed investor in the securities being listed and may in 
some circumstances include contracts with a person or company providing the Issuer 
with promotional or investor relations services.

(2) Set out a complete list of all material contracts, indicating those that are disclosed 
elsewhere in Listing Statement and provide particulars about those material contracts 
for which particulars are not given elsewhere in the Listing Statement.

(3) Particulars of contracts should include the dates of, parties to, consideration provided 
for in, and general nature of, the contracts.

N/A 

22.2 If applicable, attach a copy of any co-tenancy, unitholders' or limited 
partnership agreement.

23 Interest of Experts

23.1 Disclose all direct or indirect interests in the property of the Issuer or of a 
Related Person of the Issuer received or to be received by a person or 
company whose profession or business gives authority to a statement made by 
the person or company and who is named as having prepared or certified a part 
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of the Listing Statement or prepared or certified a report or valuation described 
or included in the Listing Statement.

23.2 Disclose the beneficial ownership, direct or indirect, by a person or company 
referred to in section 23.1 of any securities of the Issuer or any Related Person 
of the Issuer.

23.3 For the purpose of section 23.2, if the ownership is less than one per cent, a 
general statement to that effect shall be sufficient.

23.4 If a person, or a director, officer or employee of a person or company referred 
to in section 23.1 is or is expected to be elected, appointed or employed as a 
director, officer or employee of the Issuer or of any associate or affiliate of the 
Issuer, disclose the fact or expectation.

N/A

24. Other Material Facts

24.1 Give particulars of any material facts about the Issuer and its securities that are 
not disclosed under the preceding items and are necessary in order for the 
Listing Statement to contain full, true and plain disclosure of all material facts 
relating to the Issuer and its securities.

N/A

25. Financial Statements 

25.1 Provide the following audited financial statement for the Issuer:

(a) copies of all financial statements including the auditor's reports required 
to be prepared and filed under applicable securities legislation for the 
preceding three years as if the Issuer were subject to such law; and

(b) a copy of financial statements for any completed interim period of the 
current fiscal year.

Copies of the applicable financial statements are enclosed herewith. 
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25.2 For Issuers re-qualifying for listing following a fundamental change provide

(a) the information required in sections 5.1 to 5.3 for the target;

(b) financial statement for the target prepared in accordance with the 
requirements of National Instrument 41-101 General Prospectus 
Requirements as if the target were the Issuer;

(c) pro-forma consolidated financial statements for the New Issuer giving 
effect to the transaction for:

(i) the last full fiscal year of the Issuer, and

(ii) any completed interim period of the current fiscal year. 
















